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Amarna Rod Fragments

V&A C 706-1936
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=35 d=3

Ash 1893 1-41 (405)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. White weathering. l=41 d=6
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=25 d=6
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=22 d=6

Ash 1893 1-41 (406)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=36 d=3
(*60) Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. l=22 d=2
Opaque dark blue curved circular section rod fragment. l=44 d=2
Opaque dark blue rod fragment, square section at one end tapering to a circular trail at the other. l=37 d=7
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=7 d=4
(*61) Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=36 d=5

UC 6524
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. l=18 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment
perforated lengthwise. \( l=15 \) \( d=2 \)

**UC 22755**

(*62) Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with spiral striations. \( l=29 \) \( d=10 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=33 \) \( d=11 \)

**UC 22889A**

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=39 \) \( d=10 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=37 \) \( d=2 \)

(*63) Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with a white 'core' in the middle. \( l=23 \) \( d=4 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. \( l=24 \) \( d=4 \)

**UC 22909a**

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=10 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=8 \) \( d=2 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=10 \) \( d=4 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=5 \) \( d=4 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=12 \) \( d=5 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=12 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=4 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=4 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment.

- 1=3 d=4
- Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.
  - 1=22 d=2
- Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.
  - 1=21 d=4
- Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.
  - 1=17 d=2
- Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.
  - 1=18 d=3
- Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.
  - 1=22 d=3
- Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.
  - 1=8 d=6
- Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.
  - 1=4 d=6
- Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.
  - 1=4 d=6
- Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.
  - 1=15 d=2
- Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, bent at one end.
  - 1=17 d=2
- Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment.
  - 1=23 d=2
- Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment.
  - 1=23 d=4
- Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved.
  - 1=15 d=3
- Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise.
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Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=15 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=31 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=19 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=23 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=8 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=20 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=22 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=18 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=15 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=11 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=13 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=13 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, one end has been bent round. l=30 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=24 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=28 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=18 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. 1=47 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=19 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. 1=22 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=13 d=5
(*64) Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, tapering and with a blob end. 1=30 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=31 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=27 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=26 d=3
Opaque dark blue traile rod fragment. 1=14 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=18 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=17 d=6
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=32 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=30 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=25 d=4
(*65) Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, twisted. 1=32 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=25 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, bent round at one end. 1=30 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=31 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=14 d=3
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Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=35 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=22 d=3
(*66) Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with two thin trails projecting from one end. 1=22 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with a groove running lengthwise, curved and tapering. 1=31 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=20 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, bent round at one end. 1=24 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=35 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=23 d=2
(*67) Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. 1=48 d=5
(*68) Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with one rounded end. 1=37 d=6
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=34 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=20 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=5 d=6
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=24 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=24 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=23 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=10 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations, curved. $l=16 \ d=2$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=16 \ d=2$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=27 \ d=4$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=16 \ d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=22 \ d=2$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=26 \ d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=22 \ d=2$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, bent round at one end. $l=42 \ d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=38 \ d=4$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=9 \ d=6$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=22 \ d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=17 \ d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=21 \ d=6$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=16 \ d=4$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=20 \ d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=17 \ d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=35 \ d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, one end bent round. \( l=33 \ d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, tapering. \( l=20 \ d=5 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=23 \ d=2 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. \( l=30 \ d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=20 \ d=2 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=11 \ d=5 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=10 \ d=5 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=59 \ d=4 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=36 \ d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. \( l=26 \ d=4 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=31 \ d=5 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=11 \ d=4 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=19 \ d=4 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. \( l=26 \ d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=22 \, d=3$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=19 \, d=3$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=15 \, d=3$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, twisted. $l=30 \, d=4$

(*69) Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a bulge, curved. $l=32 \, d=3$

(*70) Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, spirally twisted. $l=34 \, d=4$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=21 \, d=2$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. $l=45 \, d=5$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=34 \, d=2$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=23 \, d=3$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=10 \, d=4$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, one end bent round. $l=17 \, d=4$

(*71) Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved, with both ends rounded. $l=17 \, d=4$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=20 \, d=4$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=14 \, d=2$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations, curved. l=37 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=22 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, tapering. l=19 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. l=20 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=8 d=6
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=25 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=14 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with 1 lengthwise groove. l=29 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=21 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. l=30 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=14 d=7
(*72) Opaque dark blue triangular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=15 t=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=25 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with spiral striations. l=26 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=40 d=4
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Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=25 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=12 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section trailed rod fragment, curved and tapering. 1=61 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=17 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=33 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=23 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=20 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=27 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=23 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=23 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. 1=17 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=29 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=33 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=16 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=26 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=19 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=20 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=29 \ d=3$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=21 \ d=2$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=19 \ d=4$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=7 \ d=4$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. $l=17 \ d=4$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. $l=19 \ d=3$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=16 \ d=4$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=18 \ d=4$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=6 \ d=6$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=18 \ d=1$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=25 \ d=5$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=18 \ d=3$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=23 \ d=4$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=33 \ d=4$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=11 \ d=5$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=35 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=12 \) \( d=2 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves, spirally twisted. \( l=28 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=21 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=12 \) \( d=5 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=20 \) \( d=2 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=8 \) \( d=5 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=27 \) \( d=6 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, perforated lengthwise. \( l=20 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=9 \) \( d=11 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. \( l=27 \) \( d=2 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, one rounded end. \( l=40 \) \( d=5 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=55 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=18 \) \( d=3 \)
(\*73) Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with one end flattened. \( l=15 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. \( l=20 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=27 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=24 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=17 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=25 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=22 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=23 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=19 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=16 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, tapering. l=27 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, tapering. l=23 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=39 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, tapering. l=44 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=22 d=6
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=32 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. l=21 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. l=21 d=3
(*74) Opaque dark blue circular section trailed rod fragment with red material adhering. l=40 d=6
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=6 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=27 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. l=21 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=15 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section trailed rod fragment. l=37 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=28 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. l=21 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved tapering tail. l=38 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=31 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=16 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=11 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=13 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=24 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=11 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. 1=17 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section trailed rod fragment, tapering. 1=13 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=17 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=20 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=30 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, tapering. 1=28 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=36 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=5 d=6
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=26 d=6
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=14 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=16 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, spirally twisted. 1=17 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=13 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=30 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=12 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=14 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. $l=19 \ d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise and tapering. $l=21 \ d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=3 \ d=5$
(*75) Opaque dark blue semi-circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=13 \ d=5$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=9 \ d=5$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=23 \ d=4$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=27 \ d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=15 \ d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=16 \ d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=21 \ d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=16 \ d=4$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=14 \ d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved and perforated lengthwise. $l=10 \ d=5$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=12 \ d=4$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=7 \ d=4$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=18\ d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=21\ d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=23\ d=2$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=38\ d=4$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=6\ d=4$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. $l=15\ d=2$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, spirally twisted. $l=33\ d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, bent round at one end. $l=12\ d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=30\ d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=7\ d=2$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. $l=19\ d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=17\ d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=4\ d=4$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=14\ d=3$
Opaque dark blue semi-circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=43\ d=5$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=24 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=22 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves, tapering. 1=32 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=32 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=25 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=17 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=13 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=37 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=27 d=2

UC 22910b
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=31 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=17 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=33 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=31 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=28 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=24 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved
with blob ends. 1=38 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=36 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=21 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=22 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=12 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=25 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=28 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=26 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=18 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=27 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=28 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=23 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=23 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=31 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=25 d=6
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=35 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=33 d=4
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Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=26$ $d=4$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=37$ $d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. $l=28$ $d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=25$ $d=4$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=20$ $d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=23$ $d=4$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and with a rounded end. $l=24$ $d=4$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=18$ $d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with a bulge off centre. $l=26$ $d=5$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=35$ $d=4$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=16$ $d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=33$ $d=4$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=8$ $d=5$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=30$ $d=3$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. $l=26$ $d=4$
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=17 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=11 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=17 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=23 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. l=33 d=6
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=21 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. l=24 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=28 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=16 d=7
(*76) Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, hollow and curved. l=28 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=19 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=27 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, tapering. l=28 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. l=28 d=6
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=15 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=19 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=35 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=17 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=24 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=35 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=40 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. 1=20 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=25 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=25 d=7
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=31 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=36 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=25 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section trailed rod fragment, with a rounded end which has been bent round. 1=35 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=30 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=28 d=3
(*77) Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and one lengthwise groove. 1=52 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, and a rounded end which
has been bent round. \( l=29 \, d=6 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=42 \, d=5 \)
(*78) Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, bent round at one end with the other end flattened. \( l=37 \, d=6 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=25 \, d=4 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=31 \, d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=25 \, d=4 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section trailed rod fragment, curved. \( l=24 \, d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=18 \, d=4 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=29 \, d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=27 \, d=2 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=26 \, d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=27 \, d=3 \)

UC 22911b
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a blob end. \( l=28 \, d=4 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=26 \, d=2 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=18 \, d=5 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=28 \) \( d=8 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=24 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=18 \) \( d=2 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. \( l=15 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=18 \) \( d=2 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=20 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=10 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=21 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. \( l=24 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=10 \) \( d=5 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=15 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=11 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=20 \) \( d=2 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=15 \) \( d=6 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=15 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=23 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved.
1=50 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=15 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=10 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=17 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=8 d=6
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=5 d=6
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=13 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=17 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=18 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=16 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=25 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=16 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=38 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=23 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. 1=15 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=21 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=28 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=19 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=21 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=16 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=18 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=19 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=25 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=23 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=16 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=15 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=12 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=65 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=20 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=13 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section trailed rod fragment with a blob end. 1=21 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. 1=18 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. 1=21 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. 1=15 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=27 \ \ d=4 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=23 \ \ d=4 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=22 \ \ d=4 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise groove. \( l=21 \ \ d=4 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, tapering. \( l=39 \ \ d=5 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. \( l=18 \ \ d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=50 \ \ d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=20 \ \ d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=25 \ \ d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=24 \ \ d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=48 \ \ d=4 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=13 \ \ d=5 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=22 \ \ d=3 \)
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise grooves. l=30 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=20 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=35 d=2

UC 22912b
(*79) Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, hollow, with the hole filled with red material. l=25 d=7
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=15 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=17 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=24 d=4

UC 22913
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, and one deep lengthwise groove. l=20 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. l=32 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=58 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=13 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=25 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a bulge near one end.
1=27 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, hollow. 1=13 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=29 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=15 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=28 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. 1=24 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=27 d=3

UC 22916b
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=43 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=18 d=3

UC 22918b
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. 1=28 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=50 d=4

UC 22919b
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=24 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=39 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. 1=34 d=6
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=33 \ d=4 \\
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=21 \ d=4 \\
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=15 \ d=6 \\
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=32 \ d=3 \\
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=13 \ d=5 \\
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=25 \ d=3 \\

UC 22920b

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove and a large bulge in the middle. \( l=35 \ d=4 \\
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=18 \ d=4 \\
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=18 \ d=4 \\
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. \( l=24 \ d=3 \\
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=21 \ d=5 \\
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=23 \ d=3 \\
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=30 \ d=4 \\
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=16 \ d=5 \\
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=22 \ d=4 \\
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. \( l=16 \ d=4 \\
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Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=13 \ d=5 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved.
\( l=26 \ d=4 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=11 \ d=3 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=19 \ d=3 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. \( l=34 \ d=3 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=25 \ d=3 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=23 \ d=4 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=19 \ d=3 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=25 \ d=3 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=43 \ d=6 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved.
\( l=26 \ d=2 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with a rounded end. \( l=13 \ d=5 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=25 \ d=4 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=28 \ d=3 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=30 \ d=3 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=26 \ d=3 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=41 \ d=3 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=19 \ d=2 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=17 \ d=4 \)
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Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, tapering and bent round at one end. 1=40 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=46 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=19 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=19 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=25 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=23 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=20 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=36 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=24 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=34 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=13 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. 1=35 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=33 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=16 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=15 d=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. \( l = 24 \) \( d = 3 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves, and a bulge near the middle. \( l = 40 \) \( d = 5 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l = 13 \) \( d = 3 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l = 19 \) \( d = 4 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l = 9 \) \( d = 8 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, tapering. \( l = 30 \) \( d = 3 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l = 18 \) \( d = 2 \)

**UC 22921**

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l = 10 \) \( d = 7 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l = 7 \) \( d = 2 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l = 15 \) \( d = 5 \)

**UC 22922**

Opaque dark blue elliptical section rod fragment. \( l = 11 \) \( w = 12 \) \( t = 3 \)

**UC 22924**

(Fig. A12)

(*80) Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l = 56 \) \( d = 6 \)

**UC 22924**

Opaque light blue semi-circular section rod fragment
with parallel lengthwise striations. l=23 w=8 t=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with
spiral striations around the piece, perforated
lengthwise. l=22 d=9
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment,
perforated lengthwise. l=29 d=8
Opaque dark blue elliptical section rod fragment,
perforated lengthwise. l=33 w=8 t=6
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. l=10 d=8
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=29 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=83 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=47 d=5
Opaque dark blue semi-circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. l=37 w=14 t=8
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. l=15 d=11
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. l=29 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=22 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=12 d=7
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=12 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with one
lengthwise groove. l=15 d=5

UC 22925
Opaque light blue circular section rod fragment
perforated lengthwise. l=25 d=8
Opaque light blue circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. l=13 d=7
Opaque light blue elliptical section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. l=17 w=9 t=7
Opaque light blue elliptical section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. l=18 w=5 t=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with a bevelled end and with parallel lengthwise striations. Perforated lengthwise. l=25 d=16
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. Perforated lengthwise. l=19 d=6
Opaque dark blue elliptical section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. l=25 w=6 t=3
Opaque dark blue elliptical section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. l=11 w=8 t=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. l=16 d=6
Opaque dark blue elliptical section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. l=20 w=8 t=6
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. l=27 d=8
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. l=8 d=8
Opaque dark blue elliptical section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. l=10 w=8 t=6
(*81) Opaque dark blue elliptical section rod fragment
perforated lengthwise. 1=20 w=5 t=4
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment
perforated lengthwise. 1=19 d=8
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment
perforated lengthwise. 1=16 d=4
Opaque dark blue elliptical section rod fragment
perforated lengthwise. 1=11 w=15 t=10
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment
perforated lengthwise. 1=10 d=6
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment
perforated lengthwise. 1=17 d=7
Opaque dark blue elliptical section rod fragment
perforated lengthwise. 1=10 w=10 t=6
UC 22927
Opaque dark blue spirally twisted rod fragment. 1=15 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=48 d=3
(*82) Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment
formed into a 'Y' shape. 1=14 d=3
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with blob
in the centre. 1=26 d=8

UC 22930
Opaque dark blue elliptical section rod fragment with a
trailed tail. 1=18 w=6 t=3
Opaque dark blue elliptical section rod fragment with a
trailed tail. 1=32 w=9 t=6
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with a
trailed tail. 1=21 d=7
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Opaque dark blue elliptical section rod fragment with a
tailed tail and parallel lengthwise striations. l=16
w=8 t=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=19 d=8
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=24 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=7 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=7 d=3

UC Unnumbered
Opaque dark blue spirally twisted circular section rod
fragment. l=24 d=5
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. l=31 d=2
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=36 d=2

Ash. 1893 1-41 (406)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment,
perforated lengthwise. l=3 d=1
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
a bulge in the centre. l=70 d=5

UC 6524
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. l=89 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. l=37 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. l=37 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=31 \ d=3$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=55 \ d=3$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=50 \ d=3$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=23 \ d=3$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=27 \ d=4$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=44 \ d=2$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=30 \ d=3$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=24 \ d=4$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=54 \ d=3$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=45 \ d=3$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=20 \ d=3$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=36 \ d=4$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=29 \ d=3$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=21 \ d=3$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 
1=36 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=23 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=22 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=37 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=33 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=23 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=36 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=23 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=17 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=21 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=23 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=20 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=36 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=33 d=3
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Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 
1=30 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=52 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=53 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, hollow. 1=18 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=16 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=16 d=3

UC 22756
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=29 d=6

UC 22909a
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=19 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=12 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=32 d=6
(*83) Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a groove lengthwise and opposite it a lengthwise ridge. 1=28 d=8
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=30 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=20 d=6
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with 1 lengthwise groove. 1=40 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=20 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=13 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=15 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. 1=49 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a tapering tail. 1=25 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and perforated lengthwise. 1=27 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, tapering. 1=32 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=29 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with 1 lengthwise groove, tapering. 1=31 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=14 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
1 lengthwise groove. 1=29 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=83 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=13 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=9 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=35 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section trailed rod fragment with a flattened end and a ridge lengthwise. 1=41 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=43 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. 1=20 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=14 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with one rounded end. 1=37 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=33 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=32 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=4 d=6
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=28 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=21 \) \( d=4 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. \( l=28 \) \( d=4 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=31 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=21 \) \( d=2 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=19 \) \( d=4 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=16 \) \( d=4 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=26 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=21 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=38 \) \( d=4 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, bent round at one end. \( l=30 \) \( d=2 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=13 \) \( d=2 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=24 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=18 \) \( d=2 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=7 \)
d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

l=28  d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=44  d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

l=15  d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. l=36  d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=15  d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

l=14  d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

l=21  d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved and tapering.

l=24  d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

l=24  d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=31  d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

l=21  d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

l=40  d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

l=14  d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a rounded end. 1=20 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=18 d=1
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=16 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a bulge near the middle. 1=31 d=8
(*84) Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment bent round to form a 'double' rod. 1=20 d=6
(*85) Translucent dark blue circular section trailed rod fragment with a blob adhering to it. 1=26 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=30 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=10 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=9 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=14 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=18 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=20 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=14 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=34 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. l=21 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=9 d=6
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a curved tapering tail. l=31 d=6
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=29 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=16 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=21 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=19 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. l=34 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail l=11 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. l=38 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. l=41 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=15 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=23 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=35 \) \( d=4 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
\( l=10 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
\( l=13 \) \( d=4 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. \( l=27 \) \( d=4 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise with white material in the hole.
\( l=22 \) \( d=4 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
\( l=15 \) \( d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. \( l=27 \) \( d=4 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=13 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved and tapering.
\( l=29 \) \( d=5 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. \( l=36 \) \( d=5 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=16 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
\( l=13 \) \( d=4 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=28 \) \( d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=20  d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail.

1=26  d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a rounded end.

1=30  d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=15  d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail.

1=29  d=6
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=8   d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=9   d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

1=11  d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

1=16  d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=18  d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves.

1=23  d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

1=41  d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

1=21  d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

1=6   d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=15 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=21 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=13 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=6 d=6
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=17 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=10 d=11
Translucent dark blue circular section trailed rod fragment with a flattened blob at one end.

(*86) Two translucent dark blue rods fused lengthwise together. 1=31 d=5

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=21 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=31 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

1=17 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=5 d=7
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

1=25 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=20 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.
parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=34 \) \( d=4 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 
\( l=36 \) \( d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=19 \) \( d=4 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=35 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=29 \) \( d=4 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section trailed rod fragment, curved and tapering. \( l=24 \) \( d=9 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. \( l=25 \) \( d=7 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=19 \) \( d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=9 \) \( d=5 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=23 \) \( d=4 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=24 \) \( d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=29 \) \( d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=40 \) \( d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=23 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. $l=18$ $d=3$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. $l=39$ $d=4$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=9$ $d=6$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=8$ $d=7$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, bent round at one end.
$l=19$ $d=4$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
$l=18$ $d=4$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=13$ $d=6$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
$l=24$ $d=3$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=21$ $d=3$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=26$ $d=4$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=19$ $d=8$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=27$ $d=3$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=9$ $d=5$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. $l=19$ $d=3$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, tapering. l=25 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=10 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=34 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. l=21 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=20 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=15 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. l=19 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=20 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=11 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=17 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=27 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=9 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=27 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=26 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.  
\[ l=18 \quad d=3 \]
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved.  
\[ l=28 \quad d=2 \]
(*87) Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves, both ends are bent round.  
\[ l=87 \quad d=5 \]
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
\[ l=15 \quad d=4 \]
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.  
\[ l=15 \quad d=2 \]
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
\[ l=12 \quad d=4 \]
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
\[ l=14 \quad d=3 \]
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.  
\[ l=31 \quad d=4 \]
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves.  
\[ l=27 \quad d=5 \]
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.  
\[ l=23 \quad d=3 \]
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves.  
\[ l=25 \quad d=4 \]
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering.  
\[ l=39 \quad d=3 \]
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, tapering.  
\[ l=25 \quad d=3 \]
curved. \( l=23 \ d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. \( l=22 \ d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves and a flattened end, curved. \( l=21 \ d=6 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=17 \ d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, tapering. \( l=43 \ d=4 \)
(*88) Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with one end wound spirally around the rod, tapering. \( l=20 \ d=6 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=13 \ d=4 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. \( l=22 \ d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=12 \ d=7 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=11 \ d=6 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=14 \ d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=12 \ d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=27 \ d=4 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment,
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, tapering. $l=23\; d=5$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=37\; d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=21\; d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=13\; d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=32\; d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=13\; d=5$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=22\; d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=24\; d=5$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=29\; d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=15\; d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=37\; d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=14\; d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. $l=22\; d=2$

(*89) Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, tapering towards both ends and bent round at one end. $l=37\; d=3$
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Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.  
1=16  d=2

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved.  l=19  d=3

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.  
1=13  d=2

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves.  l=15  d=4

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  l=21  d=3

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering.  l=33  d=4

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved.  l=24  d=3

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.  
1=37  d=2

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  l=35  d=5

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  l=27

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  l=32  d=4

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.  
1=16  d=2

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, spirally twisted.  l=28  d=3

(*90) Translucent dark blue circular section rod
fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved into an 'S' shape. l=36 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=18 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=21 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=25 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=27 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=23 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=30 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=17 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=32 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=21 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=24 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=18 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. l=10 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=4 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=25 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=27 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=25 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=22 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=9 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=17 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. l=8 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=7 d=7
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=17 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=24 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. l=18 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=20 d=6
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, tapering. l=34 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=4 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=20 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=7 d=6
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=23 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=8 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=13 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=11 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=41 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=14 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=16 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=23 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=16 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. l=26 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. l=16 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=30 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=28 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=12 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=15 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=11 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=10 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=10 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=13 d=1
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, tapering. l=13 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=18 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=11 d=7
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=25 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=15 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=11 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 
\( l = 24 \quad d = 2 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l = 11 \quad d = 2 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l = 37 \quad d = 5 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, spirally twisted. \( l = 23 \quad d = 3 \)

Translucent dark blue semi-circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l = 21 \quad d = 7 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. \( l = 25 \quad d = 2 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l = 13 \quad d = 5 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l = 17 \quad d = 2 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l = 36 \quad d = 4 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. \( l = 16 \quad d = 5 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l = 19 \quad d = 2 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l = 30 \quad d = 3 \)

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l = 24 \quad d = 3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=19 \ d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=10 \ d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=19 \ d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=7 \ d=1$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=15 \ d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=19 \ d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, one end bent round. $l=25 \ d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=16 \ d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=34 \ d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=19 \ d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=8 \ d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. $l=16 \ d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, hollow. $l=16 \ d=5$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=13 \ d=5$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 
1=31 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
a lengthwise groove. 1=12 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations and with 2 parallel
lengthwise grooves. 1=30 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. 1=14 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=16 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment,
curved and tapering. 1=10 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. 1=8 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. 1=10 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
2 parallel lengthwise striations. 1=19 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
a lengthwise groove. 1=35 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 
1=18 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 
1=14 d=2 Translucent dark blue circular section rod
fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=9 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. 1=21 d=3
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Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=16$ $d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=7$ $d=5$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=10$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=15$ $d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=12$ $d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=12$ $d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=32$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=27$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=25$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=21$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=11$ $d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=6$ $d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=14$ $d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
a curved tapering tail. l=14 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
l=13 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. l=26 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
l=21 d=6
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=16 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved and tapering.
l=10 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=25 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
l=14 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
l=35 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=22 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove, curved and tapering. l=30 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. l=19 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, bent round at one end.
l=23 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=7 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=14 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=7 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=104 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=6 d=6
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=11 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=7 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=18 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=19 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, bent into an 'S' shape. 1=28 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=11 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=17 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=20$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=18$ $d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=17$ $d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=37$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=12$ $d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=18$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=27$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=12$ $d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=15$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=22$ $d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=36$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=11$ $d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. $l=17$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=21$ $d=3$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, hollow. l=15 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. l=24 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations perforated lengthwise. l=13 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=24 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=16 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, tapering. l=19 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=16 d=1
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=25 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=21 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=9 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, tapering and bent round at one end. l=20 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=15 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=13 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=11 \ d=4 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=21 \ d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=19 \ d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=36 \ d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=14 \ d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=22 \ d=4 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=13 \ d=1 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=15 \ d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=14 \ d=5 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, tapering. \( l=16 \ d=5 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=15 \ d=4 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=28 \ d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=24 \ d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=12 \ d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. 1=18 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=26 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=6 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=16 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=11 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. 1=25 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=24 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=15 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=27 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=19 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=11 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=20 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=16 d=1
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a rounded end. 1=12 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
a curved tapering tail. l=17 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=8 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=19 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=7 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section trailed rod fragment, tapering. l=24 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. l=24 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=17 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=31 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. l=28 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=15 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=33 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=35 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=19 d=3
Translucent dark blue flattened trailed rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=15 w=5 t=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
Parallel lengthwise striations. $l=27 \ d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a tapering tail. $l=49 \ d=5$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=25 \ d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=12 \ d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section trailede rod fragment, tapering. $l=18 \ d=2$

UC 22909b

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=30 \ d=6$

UC 22911a

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=15 \ d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=9 \ d=5$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=7 \ d=5$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=9 \ d=6$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=9 \ d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=15 \ d=5$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a very uneven blobby surface.  l=12 d=3

UC 22911b
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  l=51 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.  l=13 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.  l=20 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  l=22 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.  l=17 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves.  l=22 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.  l=23 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves curved and spirally twisted.  l=13 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  l=11 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, bent round at one end.  l=24 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=17 \ d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
\( l=21 \ d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=8 \ d=4 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
\( l=17 \ d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=12 \ d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
\( l=18 \ d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=13 \ d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
\( l=19 \ d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
\( l=25 \ d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a tapering curved tail. \( l=18 \ d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=15 \ d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=17 \ d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
\( l=14 \ d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=19 \ d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=25  d=1
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a bulge in the centre. 1=17  d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=24  d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=25  d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=18  d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=21  d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=21  d=1
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=18  d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=21  d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=5  d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=20  d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=13  d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=17  d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=17  d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=10 \quad d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
\( l=13 \quad d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
\( l=9 \quad d=1 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. \( l=33 \quad d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=20 \quad d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, hollow. \( l=17 \quad d=5 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
\( l=23 \quad d=1 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
\( l=19 \quad d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
\( l=17 \quad d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=18 \quad d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=7 \quad d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
\( l=20 \quad d=1 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, spirally twisted.
\( l=26 \quad d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
\( l=18 \quad d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=26$ $d=5$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=18$ $d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=19$ $d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. $l=18$ $d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=15$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=45$ $d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=20$ $d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=10$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section trailed rod fragment, curved. $l=30$ $d=2$

Translucent dark blue semi-circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=22$ $d=6$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, spirally twisted. $l=14$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. $l=28$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=26$ $d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. $l=21 \ d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

$l=17 \ d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=18 \ d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

$l=21 \ d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. $l=19 \ d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=13 \ d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

$l=8 \ d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

$l=19 \ d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

$l=12 \ d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=14 \ d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

$l=13 \ d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

$l=15 \ d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=19 \ d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

$l=15 \ d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=22 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

\( l=18 \) \( d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section trailed rod fragment. \( l=23 \) \( d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=11 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=12 \) \( d=5 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=8 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=16 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. \( l=16 \) \( d=4 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. \( l=14 \) \( d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. \( l=26 \) \( d=2 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, hollow. \( l=15 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. \( l=11 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=12 \) \( d=5 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. \( l=25 \) \( d=4 \)
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=13  d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=19  d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=27  d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. 1=26  d=6
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=12  d=6
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=12  d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=9  d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=20  d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=16  d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=23  d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=19  d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. 1=17  d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=15  d=6
Translucent dark blue circular section traile rod fragment, curved. 1=21  d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section traile rod
fragment with a lengthwise groove, curved. 1=15 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=20 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and with a curved tapering tail. 1=27 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=8 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=32 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section trailed rod fragment with a tapering tail. 1=17 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=21 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=19 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=30 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=15 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=27 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=26 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 1=18 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=24 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved and spirally twisted. $l=15$ $d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, perforated lengthwise. $l=11$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=23$ $d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=19$ $d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. $l=35$ $d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=16$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=20$ $d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section trailed rod fragment. $l=20$ $d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=27$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=24$ $d=1$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=27$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=20$ $d=6$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. $l=18$ $d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations, curved. $l=28$ $d=4$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=16$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=21$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=18$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=22$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=20$ $d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=27$ $d=6$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=27$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=31$ $d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=36$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and one lengthwise groove. $l=28$ $d=5$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=21$ $d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. $l=16$ $d=1$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=48$ $d=2$
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=23 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=30 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=48 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. l=24 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. l=29 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=25 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. l=16 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=20 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=24 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=33 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=18 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=18 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=19 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. l=25 d=2
Translucent dark blue semi-circular section rod fragment, tapering. l=12 d=6

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=22 d=2

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=19 d=2

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=20 d=3

UC 22912b

Translucent dark blue circular section trailed rod fragment. l=18 d=3

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, tapering. l=31 d=3

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=44 d=3

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=22 d=3

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=25 d=3

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=20 d=3

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=35 d=1

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=15 d=4

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=11 d=3

708
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 
1=26 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=9 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 
1=28 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. 1=16 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=16 d=3

UC 22913
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=17 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=51 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=30 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=21 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=51 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=26 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=16 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. 
1=16 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=19$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=21$ $d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. $l=16$ $d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=23$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=18$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. $l=17$ $d=1$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=16$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, curved. $l=39$ $d=2$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=11$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=22$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=24$ $d=2$

UC 22915b

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=42$ $d=3$

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. l=50 d=4

UC 22918b
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=21 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=22 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=20 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. l=32 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=21 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=19 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=24 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=26 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=89 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=22 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=28 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=30 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

711
1=19 d=4

UC 22920b
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=31 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=27 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=21 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=11 d=4

UC 22924
(*92) Translucent dark blue elliptical section rod fragment, devitrified. l=18 w=7 t=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=8 d=6
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=21 d=9
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment. l=21 d=7
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=27 d=6
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=11 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with spiral striations. l=20 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with spiral striations and a bevelled end. l=15 d=6

712
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=7 d=9
Translucent dark blue elliptical section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=10 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=7 d=6

UC 22925
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=10 d=10
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations perforated lengthwise. 1=13 d=5
Translucent dark blue elliptical section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. 1=23 w=6 t=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. 1=22 d=9
Translucent dark blue elliptical section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. 1=28 w=10 t=5
Translucent dark blue elliptical section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. 1=15 w=9 t=7
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and perforated lengthwise. 1=16 d=10
Translucent dark blue elliptical section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and perforated lengthwise. 1=17 w=9 t=6
Translucent dark blue elliptical section rod fragment
perforated lengthwise. 1=15 w=9 t=4

Translucent dark blue elliptical section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. l=16 w=10 t=5

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with spiral striations perforated lengthwise. l=23 d=15

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and perforated lengthwise. l=16 d=9

Translucent dark blue elliptical section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. l=10 w=8 t=3

Translucent dark blue elliptical section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. l=16 w=7 t=5

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with spiral striations and perforated lengthwise. l=15 d=6

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with spiral striations and perforated lengthwise. l=15 w=8 t=5

Translucent dark blue elliptical section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. l=15 w=7 t=6

UC 22927

Translucent light blue circular section rod fragment. l=19 d=6

Translucent light blue circular section rod fragment. l=15 d=11

(*93) Translucent light blue circular section rod fragment twisted to form a coil. l=6 t=11

Translucent light blue circular section rod fragment.
1=18 d=4
Translucent light blue circular section rod fragment.
1=22 d=5
Translucent light blue circular section rod fragment.
1=13 d=4
Translucent light blue circular section rod fragment.
1=19 d=1
Translucent light blue circular section rod fragment.
1=14 d=3
Translucent light blue circular section rod fragment.
1=37 d=3
Translucent light blue circular section rod fragment.
1=19 d=2
Translucent light blue circular section rod fragment.
1=10 d=6
Translucent light blue circular section rod fragment.
1=13 d=8
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=13 d=8
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=11 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=8 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=7 d=7
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=8 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment, spirally twisted.

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=21 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

1=11 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

1=10 d=6
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

1=15 d=1
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

1=17 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=15 d=2
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=16 d=3

UC 22930

(*94) Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment wound in to a spiral. l=15 w=7 t=5
Translucent dark blue elliptical section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=5 w=9 t=5
Translucent dark blue elliptical section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=16 w=4 t=2
Translucent dark blue elliptical section rod fragment. l=15 w=7 t=5
Translucent dark blue elliptical section rod fragment. l=9 w=4 t=1
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=27 d=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=8 d=1
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=16 d=6
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=4 d=5
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.
1=8 d=4
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.
1=8 d=5
Translucent dark blue elliptical section rod fragment with a trailed tail.
1=29 w=14 t=5
(*95) 6 translucent dark blue rods fused together.
1=13 d=9
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=16 d=8
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=15 d=5
Translucent dark blue elliptical section rod fragment.
1=22 w=7 t=4
Translucent dark blue elliptical section rod fragment.
1=15 w=9 t=3
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=25 d=9
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
1=20 d=6
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.
1=14 d=7
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.
Translucent dark blue circular section rod fragment.

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=35 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=31 d=6
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=31 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=32 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=57 d=3
(*96) Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
fragment tapering and bent in to a 'U' shape. The thicker end seems to divide in to a further 3 rods. 

l=51 d=4

Ash. 1935.593a
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment, bent in to an 'S' shape. l=46 d=2

Ash. 1935.593b
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=56 d=3

Ash. 1935.593c
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=43 d=3

Ash. 1982.63b
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=21 d=4

UC 6524
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=48 d=3

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=31 d=3

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=98 d=3

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=27 d=3

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=40 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.  
1=30 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.  
1=20 d=1
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.  
1=28 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.  
1=26 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
1=21 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
1=49 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.  
1=39 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
1=59 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.  
1=26 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.  
1=36 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.  
1=40 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.  
1=35 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.  
1=15 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.  
1=26 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=20 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=20 \) \( d=2 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=18 \) \( d=2 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=37 \) \( d=4 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, tapering. \( l=18 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=42 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=29 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=41 \) \( d=2 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=47 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=14 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=37 \) \( d=2 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=37 \) \( d=2 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=13 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, perforated lengthwise. \( l=19 \) \( d=1 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. l=36 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment
perforated lengthwise. l=17 d=1
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
l=74 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=32 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=33 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=42 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=21 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=23 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=41 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=41 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=23 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, hollow. l=30 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=15 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=22 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. l=37 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=38 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=69 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=49 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=51 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=76 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=31 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=36 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=25 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=26 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=47 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=54 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=23 d=1
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
1=23 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. 1=30 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. 1=30 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=19 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. 1=28 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment, hollow. 1=10 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=35 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=22 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. 1=35 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=28 d=3

UC 22889A
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise, tapering. 1=56 d=10
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and perforated lengthwise. 1=35 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=37 d=2

UC 22909a
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=7$ $d=5$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=3$ $d=7$

UC 22911b

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=15$ $d=3$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=16$ $d=3$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved. $l=33$ $d=3$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=12$ $d=4$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=24$ $d=3$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=21$ $d=4$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=23$ $d=5$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=26$ $d=5$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=25$ $d=3$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=32$ $d=3$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=15$ $d=5$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
1=21 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=23 d=1
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. 1=20 d=5
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, hollow with white material in the hole. 1=18 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. 1=21 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=28 d=5
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=45 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=16 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=6 d=5
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=22 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=13 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=19 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=13 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=27 d=5
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment,
bent round at one end. l=24 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=22 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
l=24 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
l=45 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
l=22 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
l=12 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and one lengthwise groove, curved. l=23 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
l=21 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved. l=47 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=9 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
l=11 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
l=21 d=5
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
l=14 d=1
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
l=19 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
1=12 d=1
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
1=18 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=19 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=25 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
1=11 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=15 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
1=17 d=7
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. 1=28 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
1=13 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=20 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
1=5 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
1=14 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
1=11 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=19 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and perforated lengthwise. \( l=18 \) \( d=5 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=8 \) \( d=5 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=15 \) \( d=2 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=14 \) \( d=2 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=16 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=13 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=12 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=13 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved. \( l=23 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=33 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=15 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved. \( l=21 \) \( d=5 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, bent round at one end. \( l=35 \) \( d=4 \)
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.  
l=30 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, tapering.  l=19 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.  
l=17 d=1
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  l=14 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.  
l=14 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves.  l=34 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.  
l=17 d=1
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.  
l=8 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.  
l=14 d=1
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves.  l=20 d=5
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  l=27 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves and a bulge near the centre.  
l=23 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.  
l=25 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with
a lengthwise groove. 1=22 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves and a lengthwise ridge.

1=14 d=6
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=12 d=5
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=19 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=21 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved and tapering.

1=29 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=9 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=17 d=6
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, tapering. 1=21 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=13 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=24 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=19 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=37 d=5
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. 

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
$l=30$ $d=3$
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved. $l=31$ $d=1$
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved. $l=38$ $d=3$
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment with a blob at one end. $l=31$ $w=4$ $t=3$
Translucent turquoise circular section trailed rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=8$ $d=5$
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment. $l=30$ $w=5$ $t=3$
Translucent turquoise circular section trailed rod fragment. $l=38$ $d=3$
Translucent turquoise circular section trailed rod fragment. $l=11$ $d=3$
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment. $l=24$ $w=7$ $t=5$
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment, curved. $l=27$ $d=5$
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment. $l=17$ $w=11$ $t=3$
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment. $l=17$ $w=3$ $t=1$
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment, curved. $l=19$ $d=3$
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment, curved. $l=16$ $d=2$
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment. $l=29$ $d=5$
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=28$ $d=3$
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment. $l=20$ $d=2$
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. 1=28 d=4
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment, curved. 1=23 d=3
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment. 1=11 d=2
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment. 1=20 d=3
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment. 1=24 d=3
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=45 d=3
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment. 1=12 w=6 t=1
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment. 1=20 w=7 t=3
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment. 1=17 d=5
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment. 1=21 d=2
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=28 d=3
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment. 1=14 d=2
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment, curved. 1=17 d=3
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment. 1=19 d=3
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment. 1=36 d=2
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment, blob end. 1=14 w=5 t=2
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment. 1=19 d=2
Translucent turquoise trailed rod fragment. 1=20 d=1

UC 22912a
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=4 d=3

735
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment, slightly flattened. $l=42\ d=3$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=25\ d=4$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=19\ d=4$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and with one lengthwise groove. $l=25\ d=3$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=19\ d=3$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=16\ d=2$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=14\ d=2$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=15\ d=4$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=10\ d=2$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=20\ d=5$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=24\ d=5$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved. $l=23\ d=3$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=15\ d=4$

736
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, tapering. \( l=22 \) \( d=4 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=19 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=21 \) \( d=5 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. \( l=8 \) \( d=2 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=10 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=17 \) \( d=4 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=19 \) \( d=2 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=28 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=24 \) \( d=2 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=18 \) \( d=4 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=10 \) \( d=2 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=15 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=18 \) \( d=2 \)

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved. \( l=20 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=13 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=13 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=13 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved. l=19 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with one lengthwise groove. l=20 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved. l=32 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=16 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. l=17 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and with a lengthwise groove. l=22 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=27 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, tapering with a bulge near the centre. l=19 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=18 d=7
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=15 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved. 

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

(*97) Three translucent circular section rod fragments fused lengthwise together.

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with one lengthwise groove.

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
1=15 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=12 d=1
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=33 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved.

1=14 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering.

1=13 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=10 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved.

1=25 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, bent to form an 'S' curve.

1=27 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=20 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=48 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=10 d=1
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=22 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=13 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=21 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=30 \ d=3 \)
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
\( l=13 \ d=2 \)
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with one end wound spirally round the rod. \( l=14 \ d=5 \)
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved. \( l=22 \ d=3 \)
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
\( l=21 \ d=2 \)
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
\( l=16 \ d=3 \)
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise.
\( l=19 \ d=3 \)
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=20 \ d=1 \)
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
\( l=16 \ d=2 \)
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=9 \ d=4 \)
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
\( l=20 \ d=5 \)
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=15 \ d=4 \)
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=16 \ d=2 \)
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
\( l=16 \ d=1 \)

741
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, tapering. l=22 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=26 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=19 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, bent round at one end. l=34 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=18 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=24 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=22 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with one lengthwise groove. l=26 d=5
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=20 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved. l=20 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=6 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=26 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=18 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
1=13 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=22 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 
1=26 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 
1=14 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=18 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 
1=14 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 
1=9 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 
1=17 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 
1=20 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. l=25 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 
1=12 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, tapering. l=61 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=11 d=5
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 
1=18 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. 1=26 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=23 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=23 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=22 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. 1=19 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=24 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=20 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. 1=21 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=18 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, tapering. 1=28 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=18 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section trailed rod fragment. 1=24 d=7
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=25 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=11 d=5
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment,
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. 1=30 d=3

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. 1=16 d=4

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
1=27 d=4

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=14 d=3

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
1=18 d=2

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=22 d=5

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=20 d=3

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=22 d=4

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=28 d=2

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=24 d=3

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=27 d=2

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, hollow. 1=27 d=7

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
1=27 d=3

Translucent turquoise circular section trailed flattened
rod fragment. $l=27$ $w=9$ $t=3$
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=16$ $d=2$
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=13$ $d=3$
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=25$ $d=3$
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=113$ $d=1$
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=133$ $d=4$
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=20$ $d=3$
Translucent turquoise circular section trailed rod fragment. $l=113$ $d=3$
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=18$ $d=2$
Translucent turquoise circular section trailed rod fragment. $l=16$ $d=1$
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and with a lengthwise groove. $l=35$ $d=3$
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=27$ $d=3$
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=23$ $d=4$
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. $l=30$ $d=4$
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. l=13 d=5
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=21 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=33 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=16 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=11 d=5
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=15 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=16 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=19 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=32 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=24 d=5
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. l=21 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=37 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=27 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. l=29 d=5
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=17 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=23 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=27$ $d=4$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=30$ $d=3$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=12$ $d=3$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=27$ $d=3$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=13$ $d=3$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=19$ $d=2$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=25$ $d=3$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=14$ $d=3$

(*98) Opaque turquoise oval section rod fragment. $l=30$ $d=3$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=15$ $d=3$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=25$ $d=3$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=10$ $d=6$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved. $l=17$ $d=3$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=21$ $d=3$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=23$ $d=2$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=11$ $d=3$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=13$ $d=2$

Opaque turquoise circular section trailed rod fragment, curved. $l=27$ $d=5$
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=26 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=16 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=13 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. 1=24 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=22 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=17 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=17 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=21 d=3
Opaque turquoise semi-circular section rod fragment. 1=36 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. 1=23 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=27 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=16 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved and bent round at one end. 1=28 d=5
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=16 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=25 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with one lengthwise groove, perforated lengthwise and bent round
at one end. 1=30 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=17 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=18 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=12 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=20 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=18 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=17 d=1
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=22 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=15 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=16 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=19 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=24 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=21 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=11 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=13 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, bent round at one end. 1=20 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=23 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=11 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=19 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=27 d=5
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=19 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=16 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=19 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=32 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with a blob end. 1=31 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=28 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=17 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. 1=18 d=1
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=21 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=23 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=29 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with one end rounded. 1=20 d=5
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. 1=25 d=7
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. 1=29 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=17 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=14 \) \( d=2 \)

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved and tapering. \( l=33 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=21 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=18 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=6 \) \( d=5 \)

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. \( l=28 \) \( d=5 \)

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=14 \) \( d=2 \)

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=18 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=27 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=32 \) \( d=4 \)

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=32 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=24 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=33 \) \( d=2 \)

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. \( l=17 \) \( d=2 \)

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=27 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. \( l=6 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. Perforated lengthwise with white material in the hole. \( l=34 \) \( d=3 \)

752
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=17 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=33 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=5 d=5
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. 1=24 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=32 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. 1=32 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=20 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=22 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=45 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=15 d=1
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=8 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=19 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=12 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. 1=25 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. 1=16 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. 1=25 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=22 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. l=23 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=23 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=16 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=20 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. l=11 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=5 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=12 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=21 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=21 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=26 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=23 d=3

UC 22918a
Translucent turquoise semi-circular section rod fragment. l=12 w=10 t=5

UC 22918b
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=12 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment, bent round at one end. l=13 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=30 d=3

754
Translucent turquoise flattened trailed rod fragment with a blob end. $l=33 \ w=8 \ t=5$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=11 \ d=3$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=12 \ d=5$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. $l=23 \ d=5$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=25 \ d=3$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=20 \ d=5$

Two translucent turquoise circular section rod fragments joined in a 'T' shape. $l=14 \ d=6$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=11 \ d=5$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved. $l=15 \ d=2$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, spirally twisted. $l=14 \ d=3$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves, one end bent round. $l=22 \ d=3$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=14 \ d=3$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=18 \ d=2$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. 1=18 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
1=14 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=16 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=32 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
1=8 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
1=16 d=5
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
1=8 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. 1=18 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
1=23 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
1=22 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=18 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=10 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=16 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=27 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
1=16 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=18 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section trailed rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a blob end.

1=23 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=30 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=17 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved.

1=16 d=5
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=22 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=12 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=21 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=20 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=10 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=21 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves.

1=41 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section trailed rod fragment with a rounded end.

757
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 
$l=14$ $d=4$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=21$ $d=3$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=15$ $d=3$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=16$ $d=3$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=17$ $d=5$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=16$ $d=3$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=23$ $d=3$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=16$ $d=2$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=36$ $d=3$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=19$ $d=3$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=20$ $d=2$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=18$ $d=3$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=22$ $d=2$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=17$ $d=2$

758
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=26 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=16 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=11 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=24 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=18 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=23 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=19 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise groove. l=16 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=23 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=25 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section trailed rod fragment with a blob at one end. l=18 d=10
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. l=22 d=4
Translucent turquoise flattened trailed rod fragment. l=29 w=11
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
l=14  d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved.  l=39  d=4

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  l=18  d=3

Translucent turquoise flattened rod fragment.

l=22  w=8  t=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved.  l=30  d=3

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment.  l=26  d=4

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment.  l=25  d=2

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  l=31  d=3

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

l=20  d=2

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.  

l=15  d=2

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved and spirally twisted.  l=15  d=2

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment, curved.  l=31  d=2

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

l=23  d=2

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

l=28  d=3

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  l=25  d=2

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with
one lengthwise groove. 1=19 d=3 
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 
1=30 d=2 
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 
1=26 d=2 
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. 1=31 d=3 
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 
1=27 d=3 
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. 1=19 d=2 
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=16 d=2 
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 
1=17 d=2 
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 
1=14 d=1 
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved and tapering. 
1=16 d=4 
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=39 d=3 
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. 
1=26 d=4 
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. 1=29 d=4 
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. 1=27 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. l=33 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=23 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=21 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=13 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=26 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=17 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=24 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=14 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=16 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=26 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=26 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. l=42 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=22 d=3

UC 22919b
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.
1=33 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=30 d=2
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=20 d=4

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=25 d=4

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=85 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section trailed rod fragment. 1=33 d=5

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=20 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=28 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=45 d=2

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=11 d=4
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=51 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=26 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.

1=23 d=3

UC 22924  (Fig. A12)

(*99) Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment
with a bevelled end. $l=17$ $d=8$

**UC 22924**

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=12$ $d=7$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=41$ $d=7$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=41$ $d=4$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=5$ $d=21$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with a bevelled end. $l=12$ $d=8$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=8$ $d=9$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise. $l=20$ $d=8$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=7$ $d=9$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=17$ $d=5$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with bevelled ends. $l=18$ $d=5$

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. $l=8$ $d=7$

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. Perforated lengthwise. $l=12$ $d=4$
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. Perforated lengthwise.  
1=17  d=9

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. Perforated lengthwise.  
1=16  d=5

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment.  
1=41  d=6

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise.  
1=18  d=9

Opaque turquoise elliptical section rod fragment perforated lengthwise.  
1=7  w=7  t=5

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with a bevelled end and perforated lengthwise.  
1=9  d=8

UC 22925

Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment perforated lengthwise.  
1=15  d=7

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. Perforated lengthwise.  
1=17  d=6

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with a bevelled end and perforated lengthwise.  
1=7  d=7

UC 22930

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with a trailedd tail.  
1=16  d=2

Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with a
trailed tail. l=15 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with a trailed tail. l=22 d=4
Opaque turquoise elliptical section rod fragment with a trailed tail. l=15 w=11 t=4
Opaque turquoise elliptical section rod fragment with a trailed tail. l=20 w=8 t=4
Opaque turquoise elliptical section rod fragment with a trailed tail. l=15 w=5 t=2
Opaque turquoise elliptical section rod fragment with a trailed tail. l=19 w=8 t=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with a trailed tail. l=12 d=3
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=18 d=4
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=15 d=6
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=12 d=6
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=8 d=8
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=11 d=3

UC 22938
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=11 d=3

UC 22939 Attributed
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=17 d=4

UC 'Unmarked'
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=29 d=2
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment. l=66 d=3
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=17 d=1
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=23 d=3

Ash. 1893 1-41 (406)
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=44 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment, tapering. l=48 d=5

UC 22889A
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=37 d=3

UC 22915b
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=11 d=4

UC 22916b
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=30 d=3

UC 22919a
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=11 d=6
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. l=9 d=9
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. l=12 d=5

UC 22919b
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. 1=15 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. 1=19 d=5
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. 1=22 d=5
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 1=31 d=4
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 1=16 d=5
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 1=10 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 1=27 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=29 d=2
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 1=19 d=6
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise groove, curved. 1=31 d=2
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=17 d=5
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 1=23 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=24 d=5
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 1=29 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 1=18 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=28$ $d=3$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment. $l=13$ $d=4$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment. $l=24$ $d=4$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment. $l=20$ $d=3$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=32$ $d=4$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment. $l=18$ $d=3$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment. $l=33$ $d=3$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment. $l=22$ $d=2$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. $l=43$ $d=3$

Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=38$ $d=3$

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=34$ $d=4$

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves, spirally twisted. $l=27$ $d=4$

Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=23$ $d=2$

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=38$ $d=3$

Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=29$ $d=2$

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with a blob
end. l=35 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with a
lengthwise groove. l=29 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise grooves, curved. l=48 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=43 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=29 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment, hollow.
l=21 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=20 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise grooves. l=23 d=5
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise grooves and a bulge in the middle, curved.
l=53 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with a
lengthwise groove. l=30 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with a
lengthwise groove. l=20 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=24 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. l=22 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise grooves. l=36 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with a
lengthwise groove. l=32 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise grooves. l=36 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=32 d=4
(*100) Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, spirally twisted and bent in to a loop. 1=20 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=32 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. 1=33 d=6
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=28 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, spirally twisted and bent in to an 'S' shape. 1=24 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=35 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. 1=23 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. 1=32 d=6
Opaque white circular section rod fragment, perforated lengthwise. 1=18 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. 1=48 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=42 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=25 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=18 d=3
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Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=32 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment. \( l=29 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=19 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=26 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment. \( l=37 \) \( d=2 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment. \( l=23 \) \( d=2 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=26 \) \( d=4 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment. \( l=17 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=28 \) \( d=4 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. \( l=36 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=32 \) \( d=2 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=20 \) \( d=4 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=21 \) \( d=4 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment. \( l=15 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=18 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with a bulge off centre. \( l=33 \) \( d=4 \)

(*101) Three opaque white circular section rods fused
lengthwise together. l=21 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=27 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=25 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=22 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=34 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment, curved. l=31 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=19 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=40 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, spirally twisted. l=40 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=46 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=17 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment, bent round at one end. l=25 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=22 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=18 d=5
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=30 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=26 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=34 d=4
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Opaque white circular section rod fragment, tapering.  
1=22 d=4

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with one lengthwise groove.  
1=28 d=9

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, one end bent round.  
1=24 d=3

Opaque white circular section rod fragment.  
1=31 d=3

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
1=61 d=4

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved.  
1=44 d=5

Opaque white circular section rod fragment, curved.  
1=39 d=4

Opaque white circular section rod fragment, curved.  
1=34 d=2

Opaque white circular section rod fragment.  
1=23 d=3

Opaque white circular section rod fragment 1=24 d=3

Opaque white circular section rod fragment.  
1=29 d=4

Opaque white circular section rod fragment, bent round at one end.  
1=29 d=3

Opaque white circular section rod fragment.  
1=23 d=3

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves.  
1=37 d=3

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves.  
1=33 d=3

Opaque white circular section rod fragment, bent round at one end.  
1=24 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=18 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=27 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. l=23 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=14 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=35 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, bent round at one end. l=13 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with a flattened end, tapering. l=32 d=5
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=38 d=5
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved and tapering. l=42 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment, curved. l=37 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=39 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=25 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=25 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=29 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, tapering. l=31 d=5
Opaque white circular section rod fragment, curved. l=11 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=21 d=1
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=25 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=15 \ d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment, curved. $l=30 \ d=4$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=26 \ d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=23 \ d=2$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=29 \ d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. $l=28 \ d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=26 \ d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=35 \ d=2$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=25 \ d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=28 \ d=2$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=22 \ d=2$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with a rounded end. $l=12 \ d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=37 \ d=2$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=9 \ d=5$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. $l=34 \ d=4$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment, curved. $l=29 \ d=2$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved and spirally twisted. $l=29 \ d=2$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
1=14 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
1=20 d=2
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=37 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=16 d=5
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=39 d=6
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
1=24 d=5
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=29 d=4
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
1=20 d=4
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
1=25 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
1=11 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. 1=26 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=17 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
1=24 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=29 d=1
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Translucent white circular section traile rod fragment with a blob end. $l=23$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=36$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment, curved. $l=19$ $d=2$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. $l=21$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=22$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=28$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=10$ $d=5$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=28$ $d=4$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. $l=26$ $d=5$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. $l=16$ $d=1$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=14$ $d=4$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. $l=22$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. $l=14$ $d=5$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. $l=37$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.  
\( l=23 \quad d=3 \)

Translucent white circular section rod fragment, curved.  
\( l=21 \quad d=2 \)

Translucent white circular section rod fragment.  
\( l=25 \quad d=3 \)

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
\( l=18 \quad d=3 \)

Translucent white circular section rod fragment.  
\( l=18 \quad d=3 \)

Translucent white circular section rod fragment.  
\( l=21 \quad d=2 \)

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
\( l=54 \quad d=4 \)

Translucent white circular section rod fragment.  
\( l=30 \quad d=4 \)

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a bulge near one end.  
\( l=41 \quad d=3 \)

Translucent white circular section rod fragment, hollow.  
\( l=30 \quad d=4 \)

Translucent white circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering.  
\( l=46 \quad d=4 \)

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with a blob end.  
\( l=21 \quad d=2 \)

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise groove.  
\( l=39 \quad d=6 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.  
$l=20$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.  
$l=13$ $d=4$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.  
$l=12$ $d=5$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves.  
$l=23$ $d=5$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.  
$l=20$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
$l=37$ $d=4$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves.  
$l=47$ $d=5$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
$l=35$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves.  
$l=35$ $d=4$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering.  
$l=39$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves.  
$l=49$ $d=4$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.  
$l=30$ $d=2$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.  
$l=25$ $d=4$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.  
$l=22$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment, curved. 
\( l=30 \ d=2 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
\( l=22 \ d=2 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment, curved.
\( l=20 \ d=3 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=26 \ d=3 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
\( l=19 \ d=3 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with a bulge in the middle. \( l=47 \ d=3 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
\( l=31 \ d=3 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment, curved.
\( l=42 \ d=3 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
\( l=22 \ d=3 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=28 \ d=3 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
\( l=35 \ d=3 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with a rounded end. \( l=30 \ d=4 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=30 \ d=4 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=37 \ d=4 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment, bent round at one end. $l=21$ $d=2$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. $l=21$ $d=1$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. $l=19$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=28$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=31$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. $l=33$ $d=4$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. $l=18$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=12$ $d=6$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=44$ $d=4$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=33$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. $l=36$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. $l=17$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment, curved with a rounded end. $l=28$ $d=4$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=34$ $d=4$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=33 \) \( d=5 \)
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. \( l=13 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. \( l=17 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, spirally twisted. \( l=31 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove, curved. \( l=32 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque white circular section rod fragment, perforated lengthwise. \( l=27 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=19 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. \( l=26 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=32 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. \( l=19 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. \( l=21 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. \( l=30 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=42 \) \( d=2 \)
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. \( l=26 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=22 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. \( l=37 \) \( d=2 \)
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=18 \) \( d=5 \)
Opaque white circular section rod fragment, curved and
tapering. l=57 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. l=35 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=15 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. l=26 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment, perforated
lengthwise. l=28 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. l=27 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment, curved and
tapering. l=33 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=21 d=5
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=17 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment, curved.
l=24 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. l=20 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise grooves. l=32 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with 2
parallel lengthwise grooves. l=33 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise grooves. l=36 d=7
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=34 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=17 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=20 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=17 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=33$ $d=2$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=21$ $d=2$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=16$ $d=2$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=34$ $d=2$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=35$ $d=4$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=16$ $d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=21$ $d=2$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=33$ $d=1$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=21$ $d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=24$ $d=2$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=20$ $d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=25$ $d=2$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment, bent round at one end. $l=32$ $d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=14$ $d=2$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=27$ $d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment, curved. $l=35$ $d=3$

(*102) Opaque white circular section rod fragment with another opaque white circular section rod fragment fused to one end. $l=18$ $d=4$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=26$ $d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=22$ $d=2$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=24$ $d=4$
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Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=30\ d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=17\ d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=17\ d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=19\ d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=29\ d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved and tapering. $l=44\ d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=25\ d=2$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=24\ d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=15\ d=2$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. $l=29\ d=4$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=19\ d=4$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=28\ d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=26\ d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=15\ d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. $l=21\ d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=29\ d=2$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=24\ d=3$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. $l=22\ d=1$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=18\ d=4$
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=19 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=23 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=19 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. l=29 d=5
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=43 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment, curved. l=37 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=16 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=34 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=21 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=42 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=6 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=13 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=30 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment, spirally twisted. l=39 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=17 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=21 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=20 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with 2
parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l = 18 \) \( d = 3 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. \( l = 36 \) \( d = 3 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l = 21 \) \( d = 6 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment. \( l = 20 \) \( d = 3 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment. \( l = 25 \) \( d = 1 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l = 24 \) \( d = 3 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment. \( l = 28 \) \( d = 4 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l = 19 \) \( d = 3 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves and a bulge in the middle. \( l = 31 \) \( d = 4 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment. \( l = 32 \) \( d = 3 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment. \( l = 29 \) \( d = 4 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment. \( l = 26 \) \( d = 4 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment. \( l = 29 \) \( d = 4 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment. \( l = 26 \) \( d = 4 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment. \( l = 32 \) \( d = 3 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. \( l = 20 \) \( d = 3 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, spirally twisted. \( l = 40 \) \( d = 4 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment. \( l = 24 \) \( d = 3 \)

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l = 35 \) \( d = 5 \)

Opaque white circular section trailed rod fragment.
1=19 d=5
Opaque white circular section rod fragment.

1=25 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment.

1=21 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves.

1=35 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment.

1=24 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=31 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, tapering.

1=31 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved and spirally twisted.

1=40 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves.

1=19 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=25 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment.

1=19 d=1
Opaque white circular section rod fragment.

1=18 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves.

1=22 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=18 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, tapering.

1=24 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment.

1=14 d=1
Opaque white circular section rod fragment.

1=13 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment.

1=17 d=5
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=27 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=28 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=16 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=22 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=22 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=19 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=17 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=19 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=22 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=16 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=23 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=16 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=20 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=17 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=16 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=26 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. l=26 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. l=21 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. l=13 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. $l=8$ $d=5$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 
$l=21$ $d=2$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=21$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves and a bulge near the middle. 
$l=26$ $d=4$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 
$l=12$ $d=2$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 
$l=18$ $d=2$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 
$l=29$ $d=2$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=18$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment, tapering. $l=21$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 
$l=33$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=14$ $d=4$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 
$l=18$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 
$l=20$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=19$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
l=21 d=1

Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
l=25 d=2

Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
l=20 d=2

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=19 d=5

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=21 d=3

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=22 d=2

Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
l=32 d=2

Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
l=33 d=3

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=31 d=4

Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
l=18 d=2

Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
l=35 d=4

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=16 d=3

Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
l=21 d=2

Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
l=17 d=1
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Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 
1=21 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=15 d=4
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 
1=12 d=2
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 
1=17 d=2
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 
1=13 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, tapering. 1=14 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=29 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 
1=18 d=2
Translucent white circular section rod fragment, hollow. 
1=12 d=4
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=31 d=4
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=24 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 
1=17 d=2
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 
1=35 d=2
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 
1=12 d=2
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
1=16 d=2
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
1=31 d=2
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
1=22 d=6
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=43 d=4
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, hollow. 1=16 d=4
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=18 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=25 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=14 d=5
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
1=17 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. 1=41 d=3
Translucent white circular section trailed rod fragment with a blob end and a tapering tail. 1=21 d=11
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=23 d=3
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
1=22 d=2
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
1=13 d=2
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. \( l=7 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=13 \) \( d=6 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. \( l=20 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=10 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. \( l=13 \) \( d=5 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. \( l=24 \) \( d=4 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. \( l=22 \) \( d=2 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. \( l=19 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=9 \) \( d=6 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. \( l=26 \) \( d=2 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. \( l=25 \) \( d=2 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. \( l=16 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=35 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=33 \) \( d=5 \)
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
1=23 d=4
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 1=9 d=5
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. 1=15 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. 1=9 d=2
Translucent white circular section rod fragment. 1=31 d=3

UC 22921
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. 1=12 d=2
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. 1=6 d=4

UC 22925
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. 1=18 d=6

UC 22927
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. 1=37 d=6
Opaque white circular section rod fragment spirally twisted, bent round at one end. 1=31 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=22 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. 1=10 d=2

UC 22930
Translucent white circular section rod fragment.
1=13 d=6
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=17 d=6
Opaque white circular section rod fragment. l=7 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=16 d=2

UC 'Unnumbered'
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=30 d=3
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves, curved and tapering. l=35 d=3

Ash. 1893 1-41 (405)
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. l=68 d=4
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=23 d=4

Ash. 1893 1-41 (406)
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. l=39 d=3
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=46 d=5

UC 22889A
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=48 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove, perforated lengthwise. l=30 d=3
UC 22914
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment. l=21 d=5

UC 22915b
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, bent round at one end. l=67 d=3
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, tapering. l=38 d=4
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=46 d=3
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=31 d=3
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment. l=15 d=3
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=16 d=2
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=45 d=3
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=42 d=3
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved and tapering. l=31 d=4
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment. l=10 d=3
UC 22916a
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=12 d=9

UC 22916b
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment
l=32 d=2
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment, curved. l=17 d=4
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. l=20 d=3
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=28 d=4
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. l=16 d=2
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved and tapering. l=33 d=3
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. l=19 d=2
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=16 d=2
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. l=27 d=2
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=19 d=3
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment, bent in to an 'S' curve. l=35 d=3
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Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment, curved. $l=22 \ d=3$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=18 \ d=3$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. $l=26 \ d=4$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. $l=31 \ d=3$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. $l=23 \ d=2$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. $l=23 \ d=3$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. $l=31 \ d=5$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. $l=23 \ d=5$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. $l=23 \ d=3$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. $l=18 \ d=5$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=37 \ d=3$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. $l=15 \ d=3$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=19 \ d=3$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. $l=19 \ d=5$
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Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with a bulge near one end. $l=21\ d=3$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment, curved. $l=20\ d=2$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=23\ d=2$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. $l=27\ d=3$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. $l=31\ d=4$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=29\ d=2$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment, curved. $l=28\ d=3$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=30\ d=2$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. $l=33\ d=2$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=36\ d=3$

Translucent yellow circular section trailed rod fragment. $l=26\ d=3$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=38\ d=4$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=18\ d=6$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. $l=37\ d=3$
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l = 37 \) \( d = 3 \)

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. \( l = 19 \) \( d = 3 \)

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, bent round at one end. \( l = 32 \) \( d = 4 \)

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. \( l = 15 \) \( d = 2 \)

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l = 30 \) \( d = 3 \)

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment, curved. \( l = 17 \) \( d = 2 \)

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l = 8 \) \( d = 3 \)

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. \( l = 17 \) \( d = 3 \)

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l = 14 \) \( d = 3 \)

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. \( l = 14 \) \( d = 2 \)

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, bent round at one end. \( l = 38 \) \( d = 3 \)

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. \( l = 17 \) \( d = 2 \)

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l = 18 \) \( d = 3 \)
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. 
1=23 d=3
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=11 d=3
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment, curved. l=29 d=2
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. 
1=14 d=2
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. 
1=13 d=2
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. 
1=14 d=4
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. 
1=17 d=5
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. 
1=32 d=4
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. 
1=14 d=2
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=42 d=4
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. 
1=7 d=4
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. 
1=26 d=3
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. 
1=22 d=2
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, bent round at one end,
tapering. l=40 d=4
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment.

l=16 d=1
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=38 d=3
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment.

l=25 d=3
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, tapering. l=36 d=3
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment.

l=12 d=2
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, tapering. l=23 d=5
Three translucent yellow circular section rod fragments fused together lengthwise. l=26 d=4
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=26 d=2
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment.

l=19 d=2
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. l=83 d=4
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. l=19 d=2
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=22 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. l=34 d=2
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=23 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. l=25 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. l=9 d=7
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Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. $l=18 \ d=4$
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment, curved. $l=14 \ d=3$
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. $l=20 \ d=5$
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. $l=34 \ d=2$
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and with a lengthwise groove. $l=26 \ d=4$
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=21 \ d=2$
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise groove. $l=21 \ d=2$
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. $l=27 \ d=3$
(*103) Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise ridge. $l=17 \ d=3$
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. $l=21 \ d=3$
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. $l=21 \ d=2$
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=18 \ d=5$
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with one flattened end. $l=18 \ d=7$
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=25 \ d=3$
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. $l=15 \ d=3$
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=25 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=13 d=4
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=23 d=4
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=16 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and one lengthwise groove, tapering. l=50 d=6
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. l=23 d=2
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=24 d=5
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=18 d=5
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=19 d=4
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved and spirally twisted. l=18 d=2
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=11 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, tapering. l=15 d=5
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=19 d=4
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with a
parallel lengthwise groove. l=43 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. l=21 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. l=25 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. l=17 d=4
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. l=26 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. l=15 d=2
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=24 d=4
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=20 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=33 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=39 d=4
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. l=29 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=23 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=12 d=4
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=18 d=4
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=21 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=15 d=4
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. l=20 d=2
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. l=15 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. L=25 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. L=28 d=2
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. L=15 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. L=18 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. L=73 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. L=19 d=5
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. L=27 d=4
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. L=16 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. L=22 d=4
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. L=24 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. L=15 d=2
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment, curved. L=52 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. L=26 d=4
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. L=33 d=5
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. L=21 d=4
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, bent round at one end. L=50 d=4
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Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. l=23 d=5
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment, curved. l=21 d=2
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=33 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. l=20 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=23 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=23 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. l=12 d=2
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=24 d=4
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=42 d=4
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. l=34 d=4
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. l=28 d=4
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. l=26 d=5
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. l=25 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. l=25 d=4
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. l=26 d=5
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=35 d=4
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment, tapering. l=40 d=3
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=25 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=25 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. \( l=32 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=32 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=35 \) \( d=5 \)
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. \( l=55 \) \( d=6 \)
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=20 \) \( d=2 \)
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. \( l=24 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. \( l=25 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with a
lengthwise groove. \( l=29 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=42 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. \( l=30 \) \( d=5 \)
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=26 \) \( d=2 \)
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=28 \) \( d=5 \)
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=26 \) \( d=5 \)
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=28 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. \( l=26 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment. \( l=23 \) \( d=2 \)
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=22$ $d=4$

Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. $l=21$ $d=3$

Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=14$ $d=4$

Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment. $l=33$ $d=3$

Translucent yellow (amber) circular section trailed rod fragment with a rounded end. $l=23$ $d=1$

Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment. $l=22$ $d=3$

Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=15$ $d=3$

Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=24$ $d=4$

Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=28$ $d=4$

Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=34$ $d=4$

Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment. $l=14$ $d=2$

Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment. $l=19$ $d=2$

Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=28$ $d=2$

Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment. $l=24$ $d=3$
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment. l=16 d=2
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=31 d=4
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=29 d=3
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment. l=40 d=2
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=27 d=2
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment, curved. l=35 d=3
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=21 d=4
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment, curved. l=39 d=2
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=22 d=2
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment. l=38 d=2
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=29 d=3
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment. l=20 d=3
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=25 d=2
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=32 d=2
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Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=35$ $d=4$

Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. $l=37$ $d=3$

Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=15$ $d=4$

UC 22918b

Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=28$ $d=4$

Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=21$ $d=2$

Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment. $l=18$ $d=1$

UC 22919b

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, bent into an 'S' curve. $l=35$ $d=6$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=14$ $d=5$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. $l=34$ $d=5$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=57$ $d=4$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment. $l=23$ $d=2$

Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment,
curved. $l=40 \ d=3$
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise groove.

$l=44 \ d=4$
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment.

$l=48 \ d=4$
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment.

$l=33 \ d=4$
Translucent yellow circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=30 \ d=2$

UC 22924
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=17 \ d=6$

UC 22927
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=25 \ d=3$
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment $l=18 \ d=2$
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment. $l=17 \ d=5$
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment. $l=18 \ d=3$
Translucent yellow (amber) elliptical section rod fragment. $l=7 \ w=8 \ t=5$

(*104) Opaque yellow ring formed from a thin rod. $d=7 \ t=1$
Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=24$ $d=3$

Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment, curved with a tapering tail. $l=35$ $d=2$

Translucent yellow (amber) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=25$ $d=2$

Ash. 1893 1-41 (405)

Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=48$ $d=5$

Ash. 1893 1-41 (406)

Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=47$ $d=5$

Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, tapering. $l=37$ $d=5$

Opaque black circular section rod fragment, spirally twisted. $l=36$ $d=3$

Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. $l=46$ $d=6$

UC 22910b

Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=50$ $d=4$

Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=24$ $d=2$

Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=15$ $d=3$

Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=23$ $d=2$

Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=28$ $d=3$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=25$ $d=3$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=25$ $d=3$

**UC 22911b**

Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=16$ $d=4$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=22$ $d=4$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=13$ $d=4$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=18$ $d=3$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment, tapering. $l=19$ $d=3$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=20$ $d=2$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=13$ $d=5$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=21$ $d=3$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=15$ $d=2$

**UC 22912b**

Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=13$ $d=3$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=21$ $d=2$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. $l=17$ $d=2$

**UC 22914**

Opaque black circular section rod fragment, tapering. $l=47$ $d=6$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=47$ $d=4$

Opaque black semi-circular section rod fragment, tapering. $l=50$ $d=5$

Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. $l=35$ $d=3$

Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=42$ $d=3$

Opaque black circular section rod fragment, curved. $l=16$ $d=4$

Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and one lengthwise groove. $l=18$ $d=3$

Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, bent in to an 'S' curve. $l=41$ $d=6$

Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. $l=28$ $d=4$

Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=23$ $d=4$

Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=25$ $d=5$

Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=28$ $d=4$

Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=30$ $d=2$

UC 22919b

Opaque black circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. $l=31$ $d=4$
UC 22920a
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=26 \text{ d}=2$

UC 22920b
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=13 \text{ d}=3$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=14 \text{ d}=3$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=23 \text{ d}=4$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=27 \text{ d}=4$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=30 \text{ d}=3$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=29 \text{ d}=3$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=33 \text{ d}=5$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with a rounded end. $l=15 \text{ d}=5$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with a rounded end. $l=15 \text{ d}=4$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=24 \text{ d}=3$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=31 \text{ d}=5$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. $l=19 \text{ d}=2$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=27 \text{ d}=3$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise grooves, curved and tapering. 1=14  d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=22  d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. 1=17  d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment, curved.
1=17  d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with 2
parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=20  d=2
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise grooves, curved. 1=21  d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise grooves. 1=28  d=5
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=22  d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations, curved and tapering. 1=30  d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=22  d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=27  d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. 1=36  d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=13  d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with 2
parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. 1=34  d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise grooves. 1=34  d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with a
lengthwise groove. 1=30  d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment, tapering.
1=17  d=4
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Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=20$ $d=3$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment, tapering. $l=20$ $d=3$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=24$ $d=2$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, bent round at one end. $l=35$ $d=6$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment, curved. $l=27$ $d=4$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=12$ $d=3$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=17$ $d=7$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=38$ $d=3$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=19$ $d=4$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=17$ $d=3$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=46$ $d=4$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=16$ $d=3$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. $l=18$ $d=3$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=20$ $d=3$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=12$ $d=7$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment, curved. $l=34$ $d=3$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=22$ $d=3$
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise groove. l=26 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. l=22 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=25 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=30 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=31 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=35 d=2
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=42 d=6
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a blob end. l=14 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. l=33 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=19 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. l=28 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=13 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=18 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=21 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=23 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=25 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=33 d=2
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=27 d=5
Opaque black circular section rod fragment, curved and spirally twisted. l=23 d=5
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=27 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=33 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=21 d=5
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=23 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=16 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=17 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=20 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=36 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=16 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=23 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=31 d=2
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=28 d=5
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. 1=33 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=13 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=21 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. 1=34 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=22 d=5
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=27 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=18 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=13 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. \( l=48 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. \( l=55 \) \( d=5 \)
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. \( l=23 \) \( d=7 \)
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=28 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. \( l=21 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. \( l=20 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. \( l=15 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. \( l=25 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. \( l=52 \) \( d=5 \)
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. \( l=28 \) \( d=5 \)
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=23 \) \( d=6 \)
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=34 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. \( l=9 \) \( d=5 \)
Opaque black circular section rod fragment, curved. \( l=30 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. \( l=30 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. \( l=21 \) \( d=6 \)
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=29 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. \( l=13 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. \( l=40 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=23 d=5
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=34 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=33 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=38 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. 1=20 d=7
Opaque black circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=33 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=25 d=2
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=37 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. 1=31 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=13 d=7
Opaque black circular section rod fragment, tapering. 1=36 d=5
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves and a blob end. 1=30 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved and tapering. 1=40 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=26 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, bent round at one end. 1=30 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=29 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=26 d=7
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=27 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=23 d=6
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=36 d=2
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=30 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. l=34 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. l=36 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=31 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. l=30 d=6
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with a rounded end. l=27 d=5
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=17 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=19 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=24 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, spirally twisted. l=17 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=23 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise grooves, curved. 1=12 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=18 d=9
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=23 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=19 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=17 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. bent round at one end. 1=59 d=5
Opaque black circular section rod fragment, bent round at one end. 1=36 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, bent round at one end. 1=32 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=20 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=32 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=23 d=2
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=28 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved and tapering. 1=29 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. 1=42 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with one lengthwise groove. 1=25 d=5
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=20 d=2
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. 1=22 d=6
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with 2
parallel lengthwise grooves. l=23 d=2
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=19 d=2
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=23 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment, curved. l=41 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with one lengthwise groove, curved and tapering. Bent round at one end. l=32 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=33 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=27 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=15 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves and a bulge near the centre. l=46 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove, curved. l=48 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=24 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=31 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved and tapering, with a rounded end. l=39 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=29 d=2
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=34 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=22 d=5
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=26 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves, curved and tapering. l=39 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. l=24 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=33 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. l=63 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. l=23 d=5
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=33 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=28 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. l=42 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=36 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=27 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment, bent round at one end. l=35 d=5
Opaque black circular section rod fragment, curved. l=36 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment, curved. l=40 d=3

UC 22924

Opaque black semi-circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise.
UC 22925
Opaque black circular section rod fragment, perforated lengthwise. l=19 d=4

UC 22927
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=34 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=16 d=2
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=30 d=3
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=25 d=5
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=19 d=2

UC 22930
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=27 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=10 d=8
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=9 d=4
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=7 d=7
Opaque black circular section rod fragment. l=9 d=3

UC 'Unnumbered'
Opaque black circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=54 d=2

Ash. 1893 1-41 (405)
Opaque red circular section rod fragment with a rounded
end. l=28 d=8

UC 6524
Opaque red circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=110 d=3
Opaque red circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=83 d=3
Opaque red circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=39 d=2
Opaque red circular section rod fragment. l=26 d=3
Opaque red circular section rod fragment. l=20 d=3
Opaque red circular section rod fragment. l=32 d=3
Opaque red circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=53 d=3
Opaque red circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=63 d=3
Opaque red circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=78 d=3
Opaque red circular section rod fragment. l=61 d=3
Opaque red circular section rod fragment. l=31 d=4

UC 22889A
Opaque red circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise groove. l=40 d=2

UC 22917a
Opaque red circular section rod fragment. l=20 d=10
UC 22917b
Opaque red circular section rod fragment. 1=31 d=3
Opaque red circular section rod fragment. 1=40 d=3
Opaque red circular section rod fragment. 1=38 d=4
Opaque red circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=13 d=3
Opaque red circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. 1=13 d=5
Opaque red circular section rod fragment. 1=14 d=3
Opaque red circular section rod fragment. 1=20 d=4
Opaque red circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=7 d=4
Opaque red circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved and tapering. 1=41 d=4
Opaque red circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=23 d=3
Opaque red circular section rod fragment. 1=11 d=3
Opaque red circular section rod fragment. 1=13 d=1

UC 22918b
Opaque red circular section rod fragment, perforated lengthwise. 1=13 d=3

UC 22910b
Clear circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. 1=19 d=2
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UC 22912b
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=19 d=6

UC 22916b
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=32 d=3
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=31 d=4
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=25 d=3
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=38 d=3
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=33 d=4
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=29 d=2
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=26 d=4
Clear circular section rod fragment, curved. l=29 d=3
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=16 d=4
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=51 d=3
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=22 d=6
Clear circular section rod fragment. l=38 d=2
Clear circular section rod fragment. l=52 d=3
Clear circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. $l=30 \ d=4$
Clear circular section rod fragment. $l=41 \ d=3$
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=24 \ d=2$
Clear circular section rod fragment. $l=17 \ d=2$
Clear circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. $l=24 \ d=2$
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=15 \ d=4$
Clear circular section trailed rod fragment with a blob end. $l=18 \ d=2$

UC 22918b
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=47 \ d=5$
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. $l=47 \ d=4$

UC 22919a
Clear circular section trailed rod fragment with a greenish tint. $l=23 \ d=7$

UC 22919b
Clear circular section trailed rod fragment with a blob end. $l=29 \ d=4$
Clear circular section trailed rod fragment. $l=41 \ d=6$
Clear circular section trailed rod fragment. 1=27 d=5
Clear circular section trailed rod fragment. 1=18 w=7 t=2
Clear trailed flattened rod fragment. 1=26 w=5 t=3
Clear circular section trailed rod fragment, coiled round at one end. 1=9 d=5
Clear circular section trailed rod fragment. 1=27 d=4
Clear circular section trailed rod fragment. 1=23 d=4
Clear circular section trailed rod fragment with a flattened end. 1=32 d=4
Clear circular section trailed rod fragment with one end bent round. 1=20 d=6
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=13 d=5
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=24 d=4
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=18 d=3
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=29 d=4
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=17 d=5
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=22 d=3
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=22 d=3
Clear circular section rod fragment. 1=10 d=3
Clear circular section rod fragment. 1=23 d=4
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=6 d=4
Clear circular section rod fragment with a rounded end. 1=13 d=4
Clear circular section rod fragment. 1=8 d=5
Clear circular section rod fragment. 1=11 d=3
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=32 d=2
Clear (slight blue tint) circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=12 d=3
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=24 d=4
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=28 d=5
Clear (slight turquoise tint) circular section rod fragment. 1=18 d=6
Clear circular section rod fragment. 1=17 d=4
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=8 d=5
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=9 d=5
Clear circular section rod fragment. 1=14 d=2
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=13 d=4
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=12 d=4
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel...
lengthwise striations. 1=25 d=5
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=19 d=3
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=16 d=6
Clear circular section rod fragment. 1=6 d=6
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=13 d=5
Clear circular section rod fragment. 1=8 d=5
Clear circular section rod fragment. 1=21 d=3
Clear circular section rod fragment. 1=12 d=4
Clear circular section rod fragment. 1=12 d=6
Clear (slight turquoise tint) circular section rod fragment. 1=23 d=4
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=20 d=3
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and one lengthwise groove. 1=13 d=6
Clear circular section rod fragment. 1=23 d=2
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=33 d=5
Clear circular section rod fragment. 1=9 d=5
Clear circular section rod fragment. 1=13 d=5
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=10 d=6
Clear circular section rod fragment. 1=26 d=4
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel
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lengthwise grooves. $l=37$ $d=4$

Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=26$ $d=3$

Clear circular section rod fragment. $l=25$ $d=5$

Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=19$ $d=6$

Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=11$ $d=4$

Clear circular section rod fragment. $l=12$ $d=3$

Clear circular section rod fragment. $l=7$ $d=6$

Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=18$ $d=5$

Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. $l=12$ $d=5$

Clear circular section rod fragment. $l=26$ $d=5$

Clear circular section rod fragment. $l=24$ $d=5$

Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=17$ $d=3$

Clear (slight turquoise tint) circular section rod fragment. $l=35$ $d=5$

Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=16$ $d=5$

Clear circular section rod fragment. $l=25$ $d=4$

Clear circular section rod fragment. $l=17$ $d=3$

Two clear circular section rods fused lengthwise together. $l=20$ $w=6$ $t=4$

Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=15$ $d=3$
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=20$ $d=4$
Clear circular section rod fragment. $l=30$ $d=3$
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=16$ $d=4$
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=8$ $d=4$
Clear circular section rod fragment. $l=18$ $d=4$
Clear circular section rod fragment. $l=23$ $d=4$
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=22$ $d=5$
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=12$ $d=6$
Clear circular section rod fragment. $l=12$ $d=3$
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=13$ $d=5$
Clear circular section rod fragment. $l=23$ $d=6$
Clear circular section rod fragment. $l=13$ $d=5$
Clear circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=44$ $d=3$
Clear circular section rod fragment. $l=22$ $d=4$
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=25$ $d=3$
Clear circular section rod fragment. $l=38$ $d=4$
Clear circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=20$ $d=3$
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=30$ $d=4
Clear circular section rod fragment. \( l=30 \) \( d=3 \)
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=13 \) \( d=5 \)
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=31 \) \( d=4 \)
Clear circular section rod fragment. \( l=28 \) \( d=3 \)
Clear circular section rod fragment. \( l=27 \) \( d=3 \)
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=24 \) \( d=6 \)
Clear circular section rod fragment. \( l=23 \) \( d=4 \)
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=25 \) \( d=3 \)
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=40 \) \( d=5 \)
Clear circular section rod fragment. \( l=10 \) \( d=2 \)
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=25 \) \( d=5 \)
Clear circular section rod fragment. \( l=26 \) \( d=4 \)
Clear circular section rod fragment. \( l=10 \) \( d=5 \)
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=16 \) \( d=3 \)
Clear circular section rod fragment. \( l=56 \) \( d=5 \)
Clear circular section rod fragment. \( l=20 \) \( d=2 \)
Clear circular section rod fragment. \( l=37 \) \( d=4 \)
Clear circular section rod fragment with a rounded end. \( l=13 \) \( d=5 \)
Clear circular section rod fragment. \( l=25 \) \( d=3 \)
Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. 1=43 d=4

Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=8 d=6

Clear circular section rod fragment. 1=33 d=4

Clear circular section rod fragment. 1=6 d=5

Clear circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=21 d=5

Clear (slight green tint) circular section rod fragment with a rounded end. 1=18 d=1

UC 22921

Clear circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=23 d=2
Clear circular section rod fragment. 1=5 d=7

UC 22924

Clear circular section rod fragment, perforated lengthwise. 1=16 d=11

UC 22930

Clear elliptical section rod fragment. 1=11 w=4 t=1

UC 'Unnumbered'

Clear circular section rod fragment with a rounded end. 1=28 d=5

Ash. 1893 1-41 (405)

Opaque brown circular section rod fragment, tapering. 1=64 d=7
Ash. 1893 1-41 (406)
Opaque brown circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=24 d=4
Opaque greenish brown circular section rod fragment. l=30 d=2

Ash. 1982.63c
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. l=24 d=3

UC 22756
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=39 d=6

UC 22757
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a rounded end. l=35 d=7
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=73 d=5
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=41 d=6

UC 22910b
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=20 d=3

841
UC 22911b
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. \( l=24 \) \( d=4 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. \( l=18 \) \( d=2 \)

UC 22914a
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. \( l=18 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment, curved. \( l=19 \) \( d=4 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=15 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=31 \) \( d=4 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=18 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment, spirally twisted and bent round at one end. \( l=15 \) \( d=4 \)

UC 22914b
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. \( l=39 \) \( d=5 \)

UC 22915a
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. \( l=17 \) \( d=5 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. 1=7 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=29 d=5

UC 22915b
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=28 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=27 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=22 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=13 d=7
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=13 d=7
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=21 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. 1=10 d=5
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=16 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. 1=12 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=26 d=5
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=16 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.  
1=18 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.  
1=21 d=5
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=40 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=32 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.  
1=28 d=2
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=14 d=8
Translucent brown circular section trailed rod fragment with a rounded end. 1=21 d=6
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with one end wound spirally round the rod. 1=28 d=2
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. 1=10 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=48 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.  
1=15 d=5
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.  
1=25 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a curved tapering tail. 1=40 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=34 \quad d=5 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, one end bent round.
\( l=96 \quad d=3 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a curved tapering tail. \( l=39 \quad d=4 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.
\( l=18 \quad d=4 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.
\( l=53 \quad d=5 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, one end bent round.
\( l=39 \quad d=3 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=34 \quad d=4 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=36 \quad d=5 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. \( l=20 \quad d=3 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=20 \quad d=4 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.
\( l=35 \quad d=3 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=18 \quad d=4 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove, curved. \( l=30 \quad d=4 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=32 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=31 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=29 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=30 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=21 d=6
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.
l=12 d=5
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=58 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.
l=26 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. l=71 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=38 d=2
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved and tapering.
l=23 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. l=9 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. l=27 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. l=18 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.  
$l=20$ $d=2$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
$l=51$ $d=3$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, tapering.  
$l=23$ $d=4$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, spirally twisted.  
$l=37$ $d=4$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
$l=21$ $d=4$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail.  
$l=19$ $d=2$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved and tapering.  
$l=41$ $d=2$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.  
$l=21$ $d=2$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
$l=33$ $d=3$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
$l=11$ $d=4$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
$l=21$ $d=3$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves.  
$l=13$ $d=3$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
$l=16$ $d=3$
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. \(l=21\) \(d=3\)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. \(l=15\) \(d=6\)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \(l=28\) \(d=4\)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \(l=15\) \(d=4\)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. \(l=44\) \(d=5\)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment, one end bent round. \(l=26\) \(d=4\)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \(l=21\) \(d=5\)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \(l=38\) \(d=3\)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. \(l=30\) \(d=5\)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. \(l=33\) \(d=3\)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. \(l=22\) \(d=3\)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment, curved. \(l=42\) \(d=4\)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \(l=21\) \(d=3\)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment, curved and one end bent round. \(l=44\) \(d=2\)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment, curved and both ends tapering. l=28 d=2
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=31 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=19 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment, curved. l=30 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment, curved. l=24 d=2
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=18 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=14 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. l=20 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. l=24 d=5
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=36 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. l=24 d=2
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. l=35 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with one end wound spirally round the rod. l=22 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=38 d=4

849
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=8$ $d=3$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=24$ $d=3$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=26$ $d=4$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. $l=34$ $d=4$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=26$ $d=3$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations a lengthwise groove and a bulge near the middle. $l=31$ $d=6$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=24$ $d=3$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=22$ $d=3$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=13$ $d=4$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=20$ $d=4$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=33$ $d=5$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. $l=21$ $d=2$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. $l=20$ $d=4$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. l=18 d=6
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=9 d=5
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment, tapering. l=33 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. l=21 d=2
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. l=25 d=6
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. l=20 d=2
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved and tapering. l=18 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=31 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. l=24 d=1
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with an 'S' shaped curved tapering tail. l=38 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. l=21 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, one end wound spirally round the rod. l=38 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment, curved. l=30 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations, curved. \( l=32 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment, curved. 
\( l=35 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=30 \) \( d=4 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment, curved. 
\( l=34 \) \( d=4 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=21 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. 
\( l=13 \) \( d=2 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=37 \) \( d=2 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with a blob end. \( l=36 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment, curved. 
\( l=33 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=9 \) \( d=6 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. 
\( l=13 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, tapering. \( l=58 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. 
\( l=12 \) \( d=3 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. 
\( l=26 \) \( d=5 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. $l=70$ $d=4$
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=26$ $d=5$
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations bent in to an 'S' curve and with a tapering tail. $l=48$ $d=3$
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. $l=16$ $d=7$
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. $l=43$ $d=3$
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=27$ $d=4$
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=37$ $d=2$
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=15$ $d=3$
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=36$ $d=3$
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. $l=37$ $d=2$
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. $l=15$ $d=3$
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. $l=19$ $d=3$
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=18$ $d=2$
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=28$ $d=3$
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. 
1=50 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. 
1=23 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=40 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved. 1=38 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. 
1=33 d=5
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=20 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=26 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. 
1=40 d=2
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=21 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=32 d=5
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=28 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. 
1=26 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=23 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=12 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=54 \) \( d=4 \)

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=21 \) \( d=2 \)

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. \( l=40 \) \( d=2 \)

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=23 \) \( d=4 \)

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=20 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent brown circular section trailed rod fragment with a bulge near one end. \( l=39 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. \( l=20 \) \( d=5 \)

Translucent brown semi-circular section rod fragment. \( l=17 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. \( l=25 \) \( d=2 \)

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=16 \) \( d=4 \)

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. \( l=13 \) \( d=4 \)

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=16 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=21 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent brown circular section trailed rod fragment. \( l=13 \) \( d=6 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment, one end bent round. l=36 d=3

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. l=14 d=3

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=8 d=4

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. l=9 d=4

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. l=23 d=3

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. l=24 d=3

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=22 d=3

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. l=23 d=3

UC 22916b

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. l=24 d=3

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, tapering. l=20 d=3

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. l=22 d=4

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. l=13 d=4

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=24 d=3

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations, curved and tapering. 
1=28 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. 
1=25 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment, tapering. 1=28 d=7
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=23 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. 
1=28 d=2
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=17 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with an 'S' shaped tail. 1=26 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. 
1=17 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with one end wound spirally round the rod. 1=34 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=38 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment, curved. 
1=17 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=16 d=5
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=54 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. 
1=29 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.  
1=27 d=2
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.  
1=29 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.  
1=37 d=2
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.  
1=45 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
1=25 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
1=31 d=5
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
1=19 d=7
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
1=16 d=5
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a tapering tail.  
1=50 d=3
Translucent brown circular section trailed rod fragment with a flattened end.  
1=21 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.  
1=27 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
1=21 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
1=21 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.
1=12 d=2
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.

1=33 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=22 d=7
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=53 d=3
Translucent brown flattened trailed rod fragment.

1=20 w=11 t=5
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.

1=15 d=6
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved and tapering.

1=28 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=32 d=6
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=20 d=5
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=26 d=2
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=25 d=3
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=12 d=2
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved.

1=16 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.  
$l=24 \ d=3$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail.  
$l=50 \ d=3$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
$l=21 \ d=3$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
$l=39 \ d=3$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.  
$l=31 \ d=3$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
$l=15 \ d=3$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
$l=18 \ d=2$

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
$l=8 \ d=4$

UC 22917b
Opaque brown circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves.  
$l=42 \ d=3$

UC 22919b
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
$l=31 \ d=3$

UC 22920b
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
$l=33 \ d=3$
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=26 \) \( d=5 \)

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=22 \) \( d=4 \)

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=26 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=25 \) \( d=4 \)

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=17 \) \( d=5 \)

UC 22927

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. 
\( l=35 \) \( d=4 \)

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. \( l=21 \) \( d=13 \)

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=43 \) \( d=8 \)

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. 
\( l=22 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=15 \) \( d=5 \)

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. 
\( l=26 \) \( d=7 \)

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. 
\( l=12 \) \( d=4 \)

Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. 
\( l=25 \) \( d=5 \)
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment. 1=4  d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.  
1=19  d=2
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.  
1=20  d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.  
1=15  d=5
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.  
1=20  d=3

UC 22930
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment, with a tapering tail. 1=29  d=7
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=17  d=6
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=11  d=4

UC 'Unnumbered'
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with a slight bulge in the middle. 1=17  d=2
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment.  
1=30  d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. 1=16  d=2
Ash. 1893 1-41 (406)
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=52 d=4

UC 22757
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=47 d=5

UC 22909a
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=12 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=14 d=5

UC 22910b
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=27 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=32 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=12 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=46 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=26 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=32 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=15 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.

1=29 d=2
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. 1=16 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. 1=12 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=23 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=30 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, tapering. 1=21 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=34 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=20 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=28 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, flattened end. 1=31 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, tapering. 1=62 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.

1=25 d=2
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, spirally twisted. 1=23 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=10 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.

1=22 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=21 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragmen twith parallel lengthwise striations. 1=23 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with a rounded end. 1=28 d=4

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=26 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=20 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=13 d=4

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.

1=40 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=35 d=4

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=23 d=5

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.

1=16 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=46 d=3

Translucent purple elliptical section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=30 d=4

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment,
hollow. l=23 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=18 d=4

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=33 d=4

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. l=21 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=25 d=5

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. l=17 d=2

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=14 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. l=10 d=2

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. l=21 d=2

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=16 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=25 d=4

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. l=23 d=5

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. l=22 d=4

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, one end bent round. l=24 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=16 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, pierced lengthwise. l=33 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. l=15 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=17 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, spirally twisted. l=15 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. l=24 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=23 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=27 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. l=14 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=18 d=2
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. l=17 d=2

UC 22911b
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=26 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. l=20 d=4

867
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. 
1=13 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=26 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. 
1=16 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=17 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. 
1=17 d=2
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. 
1=16 d=1

UC 22914
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, one end bent round. l=26 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=13 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=22 d=7
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved and tapering. 
1=34 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations tapering and one end bent round. l=20 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. 
1=15 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=21 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. l=15 d=2
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, tapering. l=16 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=32 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. l=25 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=11 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=25 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. l=21 d=7
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=24 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=30 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. l=15 d=2
Translucent purple oval section rod fragment. l=9 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved and tapering. l=26 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. l=14 d=6
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. 
\( l = 4 \) \( d = 6 \)

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. 
\( l = 10 \) \( d = 5 \)

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l = 38 \) \( d = 2 \)

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with a blob end. \( l = 23 \) \( d = 6 \)

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, one end bent round, tapering at the other. \( l = 22 \) \( d = 5 \)

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved. \( l = 34 \) \( d = 3 \)

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. 
\( l = 6 \) \( d = 7 \)

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l = 26 \) \( d = 3 \)

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, one end bent round. \( l = 23 \) \( d = 3 \)

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. 
\( l = 6 \) \( d = 4 \)

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. \( l = 25 \) \( d = 4 \)

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l = 27 \) \( d = 5 \)

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. 
\( l = 7 \) \( d = 5 \)

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved. \( l = 29 \) \( d = 3 \)
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Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a bulge in the middle. 1=43 d=6
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=20 d=2
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=23 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. 1=33 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, one end bent round. 1=26 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=10 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=15 d=1
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=15 d=2
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=36 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=28 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. 1=24 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, hollow. 1=16 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. 1=5 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. l=7 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=23 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. l=17 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a tapering tail. l=21 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved. l=16 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=38 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. l=47 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. l=10 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=7 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. l=24 d=2
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=6 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. l=16 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=31 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment,
curved. $l=16$ $d=5$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved. $l=38$ $d=3$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=28$ $d=3$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=14$ $d=3$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. $l=43$ $d=3$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with a rounded end. $l=33$ $d=5$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved. $l=13$ $d=3$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. $l=23$ $d=2$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=22$ $d=3$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. $l=37$ $d=3$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. $l=33$ $d=3$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. $l=30$ $d=3$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=37$ $d=4$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved. $l=17$ $d=2$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=11 d=2
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=10 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved.  l=33 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved.  l=28 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=15 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=22 d=1
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove.  l=22 d=2
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=14 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=27 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=24 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a curved tapering tail.  l=42 d=3
Translucent purple circular section trailed rod fragment.  l=14 d=6
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves, spirally twisted.  l=20 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise striations, curved and tapering.
1=26 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. 1=40 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=26 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=30 d=6
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=30 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=39 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curled in to a spiral. 1=11 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=17 d=1
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. 1=22 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, tapering. 1=37 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=30 d=2
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=31 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=22 d=2
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. 1=25 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with a
curved tapering tail. 1=27 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=27 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. 1=50 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. 1=21 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=46 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=43 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=44 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=15 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=36 d=6
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. 1=23 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=16 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=42 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=33 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=29 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations, one end bent round.  
1=18 d=3

Translucent purple circular section trailed rod fragment with 2 rounded ends.  l=19 d=10

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with one rounded end.  l=21 d=5

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  l=15 d=2

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves.  l=36 d=5

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  l=18 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  l=47 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.  
1=24 d=4

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  l=18 d=5

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  l=28 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.  
1=19 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.  
1=29 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  l=14 d=4

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  l=24 d=3
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Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=27 \ d=5$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. $l=21 \ d=3$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. $l=23 \ d=5$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with a rounded end. $l=14 \ d=4$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=31 \ d=4$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=31 \ d=3$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=28 \ d=3$

UC 22915b

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved and tapering. $l=29 \ d=5$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=13 \ d=5$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=23 \ d=3$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with a blob end. $l=12 \ d=2$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved and tapering. $l=21 \ d=4$
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=14 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=21 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=28 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=24 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=39 d=2

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=19 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=22 d=4

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=13 d=2

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=25 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=18 d=1

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=24 d=2

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=19 d=4

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=17 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=20 d=2
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=18$ $d=3$
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. $l=58$ $d=3$
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.  
$l=21$ $d=3$
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.  
$l=25$ $d=4$
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=29$ $d=4$
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=17$ $d=5$
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. $l=25$ $d=6$
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=11$ $d=3$
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.  
$l=21$ $d=5$
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=29$ $d=3$
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=32$ $d=5$
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.  
$l=18$ $d=3$
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.  
$l=14$ $d=3$
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.  
$l=16$ $d=3$
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=22$ $d=5$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. $l=16$ $d=2$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a tapering tail. $l=24$ $d=4$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. $l=37$ $d=6$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=18$ $d=3$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. $l=18$ $d=4$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=11$ $d=3$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. $l=15$ $d=2$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves and a blob end. $l=31$ $d=5$

Three translucent purple circular section rod fragments fused together lengthwise. $l=53$ $w=7$ $t=6$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a curved tapering tail. $l=28$ $d=4$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=45$ $d=4$

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=26$ $d=4$
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=20 d=1
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=41 d=1
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=25 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=33 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=40 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=27 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=28 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. 1=31 d=3
Translucent purple circular section trailed rod fragment. 1=25 d=2
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. 1=27 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=31 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=34 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=4 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, perforated lengthwise. 1=23 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=20 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=25 d=5

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved. l=25 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=20 d=5

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. l=27 d=4

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. l=18 d=2

Translucent purple circular section trailed rod fragment. l=25 d=5

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=32 d=4

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. l=27 d=4

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=33 d=5

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=12 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. l=11 d=4

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=18 d=2
UC 22916b
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=30 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=22 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=15 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=25 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.
1=18 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.
1=28 d=2
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail.
1=32 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=19 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.
1=29 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=21 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=14 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=35 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.
1=21 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=30 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.

1=40 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=23 d=2

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=15 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.

1=45 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.

hollow. 1=26 d=5

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=21 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=45 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.

1=22 d=5

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.

1=49 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=21 d=2

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.

1=36 d=3

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.

1=17 d=2

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.

1=23 d=2

Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved
and tapering. \(l=36 \quad d=3\)
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \(l=36 \quad d=4\)
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
\(l=27 \quad d=5\)
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. \(l=33 \quad d=3\)
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
\(l=18 \quad d=3\)
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
\(l=20 \quad d=2\)
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, one end bent round.
\(l=14 \quad d=5\)
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
\(l=28 \quad d=3\)
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
\(l=18 \quad d=3\)
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
\(l=16 \quad d=5\)
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. \(l=24 \quad d=4\)
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
\(l=20 \quad d=3\)
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
\(l=25 \quad d=3\)
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
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UC 22919b
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=23 d=2
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. 1=35 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=20 d=3

UC 22920b
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. 1=24 d=2
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove, tapering. 1=42 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. 1=28 d=3
Three translucent purple circular section rods fused lengthwise together. 1=43 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. 1=32 d=5
Three translucent purple circular section rods fused lengthwise together. 1=58 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. 1=22 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment. 1=28 d=5
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=39 d=3  
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.

1=36 d=4  
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove.  1=40 d=3

1=40 d=3  
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment, tapering.  1=23 d=5

1=23 d=5  
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  1=29 d=3

UC 22921  
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.

1=7 d=8  
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.

1=38 d=3

UC 22927  
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.

1=23 d=2  
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.

1=34 d=2  
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.

1=19 d=2  
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.

1=15 d=1  
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.

1=27 d=4  
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=22 d=4
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=22 d=5

UC 22930
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment.
1=25 d=3
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail.
1=8 d=7
Translucent purple elliptical section rod fragment.
1=13 w=6 t=3

V&A C 702-1936
Opaque 'apple' green rod rectangular fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.
1=26 w=5 t=4

UC 22889a Attributed
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.
1=42 d=3

UC 22911b
Translucent green circular section rod fragment.
1=18 d=2

UC 22918a
Opaque 'apple' green circular section rod fragment.
1=16 d=7
Opaque 'apple' green circular section rod fragment with
one end flattened. l=31 d=5

UC 22918b
Opaque 'apple' green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=32 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves and a blob end. l=25 d=7
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=19 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=32 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=25 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=30 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment, curved. l=20 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves and a curved tapering tail. l=29 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment, curved. l=36 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=22 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=34 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=26 d=5
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=21 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=32 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=32 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=25 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=25 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=30 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and one lengthwise groove. l=24 d=5
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, tapering. l=27 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=21 d=5
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=12 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=28 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=17 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=28 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. l=23 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=24 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=27 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. l=15 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=25 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=17 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=17 d=2

891
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=32 \ d=2$

Opaque green circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. $l=27 \ d=4$

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise groove. $l=23 \ d=3$

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with one end flattened, perforated lengthwise. $l=32 \ d=4$

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=24 \ d=4$

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=22 \ d=4$

Opaque green circular section rod fragment. $l=18 \ d=2$

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=23 \ d=3$

Opaque green circular section rod fragment. $l=23 \ d=3$

Opaque green circular section rod fragment. $l=24 \ d=2$

Opaque green circular section rod fragment. $l=17 \ d=2$

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=33 \ d=4$

Opaque green circular section rod fragment. $l=23 \ d=3$

Opaque green circular section rod fragment. $l=29 \ d=2$

Opaque green circular section rod fragment. $l=21 \ d=3$

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=18 \ d=3$

Opaque green circular section rod fragment. $l=28 \ d=4$

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise grooves, curved. l=26 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=15 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=30 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with a
lengthwise groove. l=22 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment, perforated
lengthwise. l=23 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=16 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with 2
parallel lengthwise grooves. l=20 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment, tapering.
l=31 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. l=14 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=28 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. l=27 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with 2
parallel lengthwise grooves. l=14 d=5
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=18 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with a
lengthwise groove, tapering. l=31 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. l=31 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=25 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with 2
parallel lengthwise grooves. l=21 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. 1=33 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. 1=27 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=17 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. 1=21 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. 1=17 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=22 d=5
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. 1=13 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment, curved. 1=38 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise groove. 1=34 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment, one end bent round. 1=13 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. 1=11 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. 1=21 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=22 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=19 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. 1=17 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. 1=33 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. 1=14 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. 1=15 d=1
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=42 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=17 \) \( d=2 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment. \( l=17 \) \( d=4 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=17 \) \( d=4 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove. \( l=15 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment, curved. \( l=27 \) \( d=2 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=8 \) \( d=5 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment. \( l=21 \) \( d=2 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment. \( l=43 \) \( d=4 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. \( l=40 \) \( d=4 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment. \( l=20 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment. \( l=33 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment. \( l=30 \) \( d=5 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment. \( l=17 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=30 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment. \( l=17 \) \( d=2 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. \( l=22 \) \( d=4 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=17 \) \( d=2 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=13 \) \( d=3 \)
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. \( l=23 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=15 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=20 \) \( d=4 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=17 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=32 \) \( d=5 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=26 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=20 \) \( d=4 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment. \( l=27 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment. \( l=28 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment. \( l=37 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=12 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=16 \) \( d=4 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=27 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=12 \) \( d=5 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment. \( l=37 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment. \( l=12 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=38 \) \( d=4 \)
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=26 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=33 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations, curved and tapering. l=32 d=5
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=29 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. l=22 d=3
Opaque green circular section trailed rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. l=33 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=7 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise grooves. l=29 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=31 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=21 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=21 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. l=25 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=15 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=19 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=16 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with a
lengthwise groove, tapering. l=19 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. l=16 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. l=19 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=14 d=5
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=28 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment, curved. d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. d=7
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering. d=3
Opaque green semi-circular section rod fragment. d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves, one end bent round and tapering. d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 898
lengthwise striations. $l=10$ $d=5$
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. $l=4$ $d=5$
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise groove. $l=21$ $d=3$
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. $l=39$ $d=3$
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=28$ $d=3$
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=26$ $d=2$
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=21$ $d=3$
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=21$ $d=4$
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=17$ $d=3$
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. $l=31$ $d=3$
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=21$ $d=3$
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. $l=25$ $d=2$
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=31$ $d=3$
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=11$ $d=5$
Translucent green circular section rod fragment. $l=20$ $d=3$
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=20$ $d=5$
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. $l=15$ $d=2$
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=13$ $d=5$
Translucent green circular section rod fragment. $l=18$ $d=3$
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, spirally twisted. $l=18$ $d=3$
Translucent green circular section rod fragment. $l=15$ $d=2$
Translucent green circular section rod fragment. $l=36$ $d=3$
Translucent green circular section rod fragment. $l=20$ $d=2$
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, tapering. $l=16$ $d=3$
Translucent green circular section rod fragment. $l=6$ $d=3$
Translucent green circular section rod fragment. $l=10$ $d=3$
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=32$ $d=3$
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=19$ $d=3$
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=18$ $d=3$
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=16$ $d=3$
Translucent green circular section rod fragment.
1=23 d=3
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves.

1=37 d=2
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=25 d=2
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=14 d=3
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=18 d=3
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=16 d=3
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove.

1=19 d=3
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=41 d=3
Translucent green circular section rod fragment, curved.

1=23 d=3
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=24 d=4
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=12 d=3
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=18 d=2
Translucent green circular section rod fragment, hollow.

1=11 d=7
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

1=12 d=3
Translucent green circular section rod fragment.
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=32 d=3
Translucent green circular section rod fragment.

Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=13 d=1
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=47 d=4
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=31 d=3
Translucent green circular section rod fragment.

Translucent green circular section rod fragment.

Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=26 d=3
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=62 d=3
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=22 d=5
Translucent green circular section rod fragment.

Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=21 d=3
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=32 d=4
Translucent green circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail. 1=26 d=3
Translucent green circular section rod fragment.

Translucent green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=22 d=3

Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel striations. 1=19 d=3
lengthwise striations. l=24 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=63 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=24 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=22 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=27 d=5
Opaque green circular section rod fragment, curved. l=28 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove, curved. l=17 d=5
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=24 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=34 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=31 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=19 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=36 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=38 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=31 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=29 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. l=34 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. l=69 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. l=26 d=4
Opaque green semi-circular section rod fragment with
parallel lengthwise striations. l=24 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. l=23 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. l=37 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment, one end bent
round. l=20 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. l=33 d=5
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=32 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. l=20 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. l=23 d=3
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with a
tapering tail. l=17 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. l=17 d=5
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with parallel
lengthwise grooves. l=29 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment, tapering.
l=22 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=17 d=3

UC 22927
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=11 d=2
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=26 d=3
Translucent green circular section rod fragment, spirally twisted. l=15 d=2

UC 22930
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. l=12 d=8
Opaque green circular section rod fragment with a tapering tail. l=13 d=6
Translucent green circular section rod fragment. l=4 d=4
Opaque green circular section rod fragment. l=9 d=2
Translucent green elliptical section rod fragment.
l=20 w=5 t=2
Translucent green elliptical section rod fragment.
l=14 w=4 t=1

UC 22889A  Attributed
Three opaque turquoise pierced rods fused together with three opaque yellow pierced rods and two opaque white pierced rods. l=13 w=12 t=9

UC 22909a
Circular section rod fragment composed of opaque turquoise and translucent dark blue stripes. l=12 d=3
UC 22911b
Trailed rod fragment composed of translucent turquoise and clear glass. l=24 w=3 t=1

UC 22912b
Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe, perforated lengthwise. l=35 d=4

UC 22915b
Translucent purple circular section rod fragment with an opaque green lengthwise stripe. l=35 d=4
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with an opaque dark blue lengthwise stripe, parallel lengthwise striations. l=20 d=4
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe, parallel lengthwise striations. l=14 d=4
Translucent brown circular section rod fragment with one end spirally wound round a translucent dark blue blob. l=35 d=3

UC 22916b
Opaque yellow circular section rod fragment with an opaque turquoise lengthwise stripe. l=8 d=2
Clear circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe. l=22 d=4
UC 22918b
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with a translucent dark blue trail attached. l=10 d=5
Translucent turquoise circular section rod fragment with one end spirally twisted and an opaque dark blue blob on the other. l=24 d=3

UC 22919a
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with an opaque yellow lengthwise stripe. l=9 d=7

UC 22919b
Clear circular section rod fragment with an opaque dark blue lengthwise stripe. l=4 d=5
Clear circular section rod fragment with an opaque dark blue lengthwise stripe and a rounded end. l=4 d=4.
Clear circular section rod fragment with an opaque dark blue lengthwise stripe. l=8 d=7
Clear circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe. l=14 d=5
Clear circular section rod fragment with an opaque turquoise lengthwise stripe. l=19 d=4
Clear circular section rod fragment with an opaque turquoise lengthwise stripe. l=16 d=4
Clear circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe, parallel lengthwise striations and a blob end. l=48 d=4
Clear circular section rod fragment with a translucent
purple lengthwise stripe. Parallel lengthwise striations. $l=19 \quad d=4$

Clear circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe. Parallel lengthwise striations. $l=11 \quad d=5$

Clear circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe. Parallel lengthwise striations. $l=20 \quad d=4$

Clear circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe. Parallel lengthwise striations. $l=24 \quad d=5$

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe. $l=38 \quad d=3$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with an opaque red lengthwise stripe, curved. $l=20 \quad d=4$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with 4 opaque red lengthwise stripes. $l=33 \quad d=3$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with an opaque red lengthwise stripe. $l=21 \quad d=3$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with an opaque red lengthwise stripe. Parallel lengthwise striations. $l=16 \quad d=5$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with an opaque red lengthwise stripe. Parallel lengthwise striations. $l=22 \quad d=2$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with an opaque dark blue lengthwise stripe and a rounded end. $l=4 \quad d=4$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with an opaque dark blue lengthwise stripe. $l=28$ $d=3$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with an opaque dark blue lengthwise stripe. $l=17$ $d=3$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with an opaque dark blue lengthwise stripe. $l=13$ $d=5$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with an opaque dark blue lengthwise stripe. $l=18$ $d=3$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with an opaque dark blue lengthwise stripe. $l=25$ $d=3$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with an opaque dark blue lengthwise stripe. $l=21$ $d=5$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with 2 opaque dark blue lengthwise stripes. $l=34$ $d=3$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with an opaque dark blue lengthwise stripe. $l=17$ $d=4$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with an opaque dark blue lengthwise stripe. $l=46$ $d=3$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with a translucent turquoise lengthwise stripe. $l=23$ $d=3$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with 4 opaque turquoise lengthwise stripes. $l=14$ $d=5$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with an opaque turquoise lengthwise stripe. $l=36$ $d=4$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with an opaque turquoise lengthwise stripe. $l=23$ $d=4$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe. $l=24$ $d=3$
Translucent white circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe. \( l=7 \) \( d=5 \)

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe. \( l=20 \) \( d=2 \)

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe. \( l=9 \) \( d=5 \)

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe. \( l=20 \) \( d=4 \)

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe. \( l=10 \) \( d=2 \)

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with an opaque black lengthwise stripe. \( l=8 \) \( d=5 \)

(*105) Opaque turquoise circular section rod fragment with a translucent white 'sheath' round the rod leaving a turquoise lengthwise stripe. \( l=18 \) \( d=3 \)

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with a translucent white 'sheath' round the rod leaving a lengthwise blue stripe. \( l=20 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe. \( l=26 \) \( d=3 \)

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe. \( l=42 \) \( d=5 \)

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe. Parallel lengthwise grooves. \( l=22 \) \( d=6 \)

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe. \( l=14 \) \( d=5 \)

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with a
translucent purple lengthwise stripe and parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=44$ $d=4$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe. $l=19$ $d=3$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with 2 translucent purple lengthwise stripes. $l=16$ $d=6$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe. $l=40$ $d=3$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe, curved. $l=18$ $d=3$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe. Parallel lengthwise striations, curved. $l=16$ $d=4$

Translucent white circular section rod fragment with a translucent purple lengthwise stripe. Parallel lengthwise striations. $l=11$ $d=5$

UC 22920b

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with an opaque white blob at one end and 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=33$ $d=3$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with an opaque white blob at one end, spirally twisted. $l=29$ $d=3$

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with an opaque white blob at one end. Parallel lengthwise striations. $l=32$ $d=4$
UC 22925
Pierced elliptical section opaque white and black rod fragment. l=12 w=6 t=4
(*106) Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with opaque yellow and white spots, perforated lengthwise. l=7 d=8

UC 22927
Translucent turquoise rod fragment with an opaque white circle attached at one end. l=19 d=5
Opaque turquoise rod fragment with opaque white at one end. The turquoise rod is grooved. l=33 d=6
Rod consisting of opaque dark blue and opaque white twisted together. l=13 d=5
(*107) Rod consisting of opaque black and opaque white loosely twisted together. l=16 d=4
(*108) Rod consisting of opaque black and opaque white twisted together. l=12 d=3
(*109) Rod consisting of opaque black and opaque white twisted together and marverred smooth. l=15 d=3
Rod consisting of opaque white and opaque turquoise twisted irregularly together. l=13 d=9
(*110) Rod consisting of translucent yellow (amber) and translucent dark blue joined end to end. l=14 d=5
Rod consisting of opaque turquoise and opaque dark blue mixed together. l=14 d=11
Opaque black rod fragment with opaque white at one end. l=21 d=4
Opaque black rod fragment with opaque green at one end. 
1=11 d=7
Opaque turquoise rod fragment with opaque dark blue at one end. 1=13 d=5
Opaque turquoise rod fragment with translucent turquoise wound spirally around it. 1=8 d=5
Translucent light blue rod fragment attached to a translucent yellow (amber) blob. 1=33 d=11

UC 22928
Rod composed of mixed opaque white and translucent purple. 1=15 d=6
Rod composed of mixed opaque white and translucent purple. 1=19 d=4
Rod composed of mixed opaque white and translucent purple. 1=20 d=5
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with 3 lengthwise opaque dark blue stripes. 1=15 d=6

UC 22934 Attributed
(*111) Opaque green and white mosaic glass rod fragment. 
1=17 d=3
(*112) Opaque white and black mosaic glass rod fragment. 
1=10 d=6
Circular section rod fragment composed of opaque white, yellow, turquoise and dark blue stripes. 1=10 d=4
Opaque white circular section rod fragment with opaque red and black lengthwise stripes. 1=14 d=2
UC 'Unnumbered'

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with 2 translucent purple stripes. l=27 d=5

Opaque white circular section rod fragment with a translucent dark blue lengthwise stripe and parallel lengthwise striations. l=30 d=6

Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with an opaque white lengthwise stripe, spirally twisted. l=27 d=2
Amarna Cane Fragments

FW E 19.1944
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. l=13 w=11 t=3
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. l=17 w=13 t=4

UC 22909a
(*113) Opaque dark blue cane fragment with a seam indicating folding. l=6 w=12 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=6 w=12 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=18 w=3 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=15 w=4 t=1
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=31 w=4 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=13 w=3 t=1
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=22 w=5 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with a lengthwise groove l=27 w=4 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment bent round at one end. l=17 w=5 t=3
Opaque dark blue cane fragment, perforated lengthwise. l=17 w=4 t=3
Opaque dark blue cane fragment, curved. l=27 w=6 t=3
UC 22910b
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. $l=22$ $w=3$ $t=1$
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=9$ $w=5$ $t=1$
Opaque dark blue cane fragment, perforated lengthwise. $l=26$ $w=6$ $t=3$

(*114) Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, square section. $l=18$ $w=7$ $t=7$
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=26$ $w=5$ $t=2$

UC 22911b
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=17$ $w=3$ $t=1$

UC 22913
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. $l=29$ $w=5$ $t=4$
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. $l=23$ $w=4$ $t=3$

UC 22920b
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=21$ $w=4$ $t=2$
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. $l=19$ $w=4$ $t=3$

UC 22921
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. $l=10$ $w=12$ $t=3$
UC 22924

Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=25 w=6 t=3
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=31 w=10 t=6
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=21 w=10 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=12 w=10 t=3
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=17 w=15 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=10 w=15 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with a lengthwise depression in the centre of the surface. l=11 w=3 t=1
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=40 w=5 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=20 w=12 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=15 w=18 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a rounded end. l=23 w=17 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=22 w=16 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, folded. l=18 w=11 t=7
Opaque dark blue cane fragment, with a rounded end. l=21 w=6 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=17 w=13 t=4
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=10 w=13 t=4
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=9 w=14 t=3
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations on one surface. l=24 w=10 t=2

(*115) Opaque dark blue cane fragment with a rounded end
showing pincer marks. l=29 w=15 t=3
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=16 w=5 t=2
(*116) Opaque dark blue cane fragment, chipped to form a round end. l=18 w=14 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=12 w=14 t=5
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=25 w=6 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a rounded end. l=21 w=16 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with a rounded end. l=23 w=21 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=21 w=16 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=20 w=12 t=3
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=20 w=6 t=3
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=10 w=16 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a rounded end. l=22 w=17 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and 2 wide vertical grooves. l=15 w=17 t=4
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=33 w=15 t=5
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=14 w=14 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=20 w=10 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. l=23 w=17 t=4
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=40 w=10 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=19 w=15 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=22 w=13 t=4
Opaque dark blue cane fragment folded and perforated lengthwise. l=15 w=11 t=6
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=22 w=16 t=1
Opaque dark blue cane fragment, folded and with a rounded end. l=18 w=20 t=4
Opaque dark blue cane fragment, folded. l=19 w=11 t=5
(*117) Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, tapering and with a rounded end. l=35 w=14 t=3
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and with a lengthwise depression in the centre of the surface. l=32 w=9 t=3
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=17 w=3 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with a rounded end. l=15 w=12 t=3
Opaque dark blue cane fragment, folded and a rounded end. l=21 w=18 t=3
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=9 w=12 t=3
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=24 w=13 t=4
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=9 w=11 t=4
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=26 w=14 t=2
(*)118) Opaque dark blue cane fragment with diagonal striations, perforated lengthwise. l=27 w=10 t=5
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a rounded end. l=30 w=19 t=5
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=16 w=13 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment, folded. l=24 w=22 t=4
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=15 w=11 t=4
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=27 w=6 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=11 w=19 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=13 w=17 t=5
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=13 w=8 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=55 w=7 t=5
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=63 w=16 t=4
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, folded. l=10 w=9 t=6
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=21 w=27 t=3
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=16 w=16 t=2

(*)119) Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations with the edges cut square. l=29 w=14 t=5
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with a rounded end. l=29 w=13 t=5
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations folded and perforated lengthwise. l=12 w=16 t=4
UC 22925
(*120) Opaque dark blue cane fragment with 3 grooves in one edge. l=37 w=17 t=7
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=16 w=15 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment and a rounded end. l=13 w=23 t=3
Opaque dark blue cane fragment, perforated lengthwise. l=33 w=8 t=4

UC 22930
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=11 w=10 t=3
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=29 w=6 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=16 w=4 t=3
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=17 e=12 t=5
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=20 w=5 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=9 w=6 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=23 w=4 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=16 w=6 t=3
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=11 w=12 t=3
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=18 w=3 t=1
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=10 w=5 t=1
UC 22937
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=14 w=19 t=2
Opaque dark blue cane fragment. l=14 w=4 t=1

FW E 19.1944
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. l=20 w=4 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. l=18 w=10 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=10 w=5 t=1
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=26 w=3 t=1
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=16 w=6 t=1

Ash. 1893 1-41 (407)
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, folded. l=27 w=12 t=3

UC 6524
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=30 w=4 d=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment, perforated lengthwise. l=24 w=3 t=1
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=25 w=4 t=2
UC 22889A
Attributed
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=35 \ w=6 \ t=2$

UC 22909a
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=15 \ w=3 \ t=2$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=13 \ w=5 \ t=2$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=18 \ w=2 \ t=1$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=18 \ w=3 \ t=1$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment, curved. $l=23 \ w=3 \ t=1$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=19 \ w=4 \ t=3$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=8 \ w=7 \ t=1$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=10 \ w=2 \ t=1$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=18 \ w=3 \ t=1$

UC 22911b
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=17 \ w=3 \ t=1$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with a lengthwise depression in the centre of the surface. $l=20 \ w=5 \ t=2$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=15 \ w=3 \ t=2$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations and 2 lengthwise grooves, square section. 1=16 w=5 t=5
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise depression in the centre of the surface. 1=19 w=6 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=35 w=8 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=20 w=3 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. 1=23 w=5 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=30 w=3 t=2

UC 22913
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and with a lengthwise depression in the centre of the surface. 1=26 w=5 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. 1=15 w=1 t=1

UC 22916b
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. 1=24 w=3 t=2

UC 22918b
Translucent light blue cane fragment. 1=24 w=3 t=2

UC 22924
Translucent light blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=23 w=15 t=2
Translucent light blue cane fragment with a rounded end.
1=27 w=6 t=3
Translucent light blue cane fragment with a rounded end.
1=19 w=8 t=2
Translucent light blue cane fragment. 1=14 w=14 t=1
Translucent light blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise.
1=33 w=17 t=3
Translucent light blue cane fragment, curved.
1=33 w=17 t=3
Translucent light blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=26 w=6 t=3
Translucent light blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=12 w=16 t=2
Translucent light blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=20 w=5 t=1
Translucent light blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=13 w=9 t=1
Translucent light blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=21 w=7 t=2
Translucent light blue cane fragment with a rounded end.
1=8 w=14 t=2
Translucent light blue cane fragment. 1=13 w=12 t=2
Translucent light blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=18 w=8 t=2
Translucent light blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a rounded end. 1=30 w=14 t=2
Translucent light blue cane fragment with a rounded end.
(*121) Translucent light blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a vertical groove.

Translucent light blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 

Translucent light blue cane fragment with a rounded end.

Translucent light blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

Translucent light blue cane fragment. 

Translucent light blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

Translucent light blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a rounded end.

Translucent light blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

Translucent light blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise groove.

Translucent light blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise groove.

Translucent light blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

Translucent light blue cane fragment. 

Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=10 \ w=4 \ t=1$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with a rounded end. $l=20 \ w=10 \ t=2$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=13 \ w=3 \ t=2$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=18 \ w=2 \ t=1$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=13 \ w=12 \ t=5$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=10 \ w=19 \ t=3$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=29 \ w=13 \ t=3$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=31 \ w=8 \ t=3$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=10 \ w=18 \ t=4$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=15 \ w=15 \ t=2$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=27 \ w=16 \ t=2$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with a rounded end. $l=29 \ w=14 \ t=5$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=17 \ w=19 \ t=2$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=12 \ w=9 \ t=5$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=14 \ w=5 \ t=1$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=12 \ w=5 \ t=2$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment, perforated
lengthwise. l=14 w=9 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. l=12 w=4 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel
transverse striations and grooves. l=12 w=5 t=2
(*122) Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel
transverse striations, curved. (The striations do not
follow the curve.) l=24 w=6 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel
transverse striations. l=21 w=13 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. l=20 w=11 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel
transverse striations. l=19 w=14 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel
transverse striations. l=17 w=13 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel
transverse grooves. l=13 w=8 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. l=15 w=11 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel
transverse striations. l=11 w=7 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. l=25 w=4 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel
transverse striations. l=12 w=4 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel
transverse striations. l=9 w=16 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel
transverse striations. l=13 w=23 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel
transverse striations. l=25 w=10 t=3

928
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with a rounded end. 
1=20 w=16 t=3

(*123) Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a diagonal groove. 
1=12 w=18 t=3

Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations on one surface. 1=15 w=14 t=3

Translucent dark blue cane fragment. 1=15 w=14 t=3

Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=25 w=15 t=2

Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise depression in the centre of the surface. 1=21 w=15 t=3

Translucent dark blue cane fragment. 1=17 w=8 t=4

Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=19 w=3 t=1

Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=16 w=13 t=3

Translucent dark blue cane fragment. 1=14 w=6 t=3

Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. 
1=16 w=21 t=3

Translucent dark blue cane fragment. 1=17 w=14 t=1

Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=17 w=10 t=3

Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise groove. 
1=21 w=6 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves. l=31 w=3 t=1
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. l=9 w=11 t=2
(*124) Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, slight concave section. l=21 w=10 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. l=16 w=21 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=29 w=6 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=14 w=5 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. l=9 w=8 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise depression in the centre of the surface. l=23 w=8 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with a lengthwise depression in the centre of the surface. l=36 w=6 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. l=10 w=17 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment, folded and with a rounded end. l=22 w=14 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with a rounded end. l=17 w=12 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=14 w=13 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=14 w=8 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment, folded and with a rounded end. l=16 w=14 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. l=19 w=9 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=34 w=11 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. l=17 w=15 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=12 w=15 t=3
(*125) Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations on one surface and with a rounded end. White material adhering to the other surface. l=17 w=13 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. l=15 w=10 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. l=18 w=15 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=17 w=11 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. l=11 w=6 t=1
Translucent dark blue cane fragment, perforated lengthwise. l=18 w=8 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. l=18 w=7 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with a rounded end. l=18 w=18 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise depression in the centre of the surface. l=14 w=7 t=1
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=30 w=17 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=8 w=9 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. l=15 w=11 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=15 \ w=8 \ t=4$

Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=15 \ w=14 \ t=3$

Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=23 \ w=4 \ t=2$

Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=25 \ w=8 \ t=2$

Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise depression in the centre of the surface. $l=22 \ w=4 \ t=1$

Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=13 \ w=13 \ t=3$

Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise depression in the centre of the surface. $l=13 \ w=5 \ t=1$

Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=10 \ w=3 \ t=1$

Translucent dark blue cane fragment with a lengthwise depression in the centre of the surface and with a lengthwise groove. $l=20 \ w=6 \ t=2$

Translucent dark blue cane fragment with a rounded end. $l=12 \ w=13 \ t=2$

Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=10 \ w=15 \ t=6$

Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. $l=17 \ w=14 \ t=5$

Translucent dark blue cane fragment, perforated lengthwise. $l=11 \ w=3 \ t=2$

Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations and a lengthwise depression in the centre of the surface. l=21 w=5 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with a lengthwise depression in the centre of the surface. l=7 w=4 t=2

UC 22930
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=18 w=10 t=1
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=35 w=9 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=19 w=6 t=2
(*126) Translucent dark blue cane fragment with spiral striations. l=22 w=5 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=13 w=4 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=25 w=5 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=12 w=13 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and parallel lengthwise grooves. l=27 w=5 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. l=20 w=6 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. l=16 w=4 t=1
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=16 w=6 t=2
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. l=12 w=10 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. \( l=17 \) \( w=6 \) \( t=2 \)
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=23 \) \( w=2 \) \( t=1 \)
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. \( l=17 \) \( w=6 \) \( t=2 \)
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=16 \) \( w=8 \) \( t=3 \)
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. \( l=25 \) \( w=4 \) \( t=2 \)
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. \( l=6 \) \( w=7 \) \( t=2 \)
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. \( l=25 \) \( w=3 \) \( t=1 \)
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=16 \) \( w=3 \) \( t=1 \)
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=13 \) \( w=4 \) \( t=1 \)
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=14 \) \( w=9 \) \( t=2 \)
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. \( l=10 \) \( w=3 \) \( t=1 \)
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=15 \) \( w=7 \) \( t=1 \)
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=10 \) \( w=7 \) \( t=2 \)
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=13 \) \( w=4 \) \( t=1 \)
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=13 \) \( w=7 \) \( t=2 \)

UC 22937
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=9 \) \( w=9 \) \( t=3 \)
V&A C 710-1936
Translucent turquoise cane fragment. l=29 w=5 t=2

FW E 19.1944
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=19 w=6 t=2

Ash. 1893 1-41 (407)
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with pincer marks at one end. l=12 w=13 t=2
Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. l=41 w=6 t=3
Turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. Colour leached. l=22 w=10 t=3

UC 22889A
Opaque turquoise cane fragment. l=22 w=11 t=3

UC 22909a
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with a rounded edge. l=17 w=8 t=7

UC 22911b
Translucent turquoise cane fragment. l=17 w=3 t=2
Translucent turquoise cane fragment. l=23 w=3 t=2
Translucent turquoise cane fragment. l=21 w=6 t=3
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations and a lengthwise depression in the centre of the surface 1=23 w=6 t=2

UC 22912a
Translucent turquoise cane fragment. l=4 w=7 t=2

UC 22912b
Translucent turquoise cane fragment. l=10 w=5 t=5
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=15 w=2 t=1
(*127) Translucent turquoise cane fragment bent in to an 'S' curve. l=18 w=4 t=2
Translucent turquoise cane fragment, one end bent round. l=26 w=4 t=1
Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=27 w=4 t=2
Opaque turquoise cane fragment. l=14 w=3 t=2
Opaque turquoise cane fragment with a lengthwise depression in the centre of the surface. l=25 w=3 t=2
Opaque turquoise cane fragment. l=25 w=2 t=1
Opaque turquoise cane fragment, perforated lengthwise. l=24 w=5 t=4
Opaque turquoise cane fragment. l=13 w=3 t=2
Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise depression in the centre of the surface. l=22 w=5 t=3
UC 22918a
Translucent turquoise cane fragment. l=14 w=19 t=4

UC 22918b
Translucent turquoise cane fragment. l=13 w=3 t=2
Translucent turquoise cane fragment, bent round at one end. l=15 w=4 t=2
Translucent turquoise cane fragment. l=19 w=4 t=3
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. l=12 w=3 t=2
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=26 w=3 t=2
Translucent turquoise cane fragment. l=12 w=2 t=1
Translucent turquoise cane fragment. l=18 w=3 t=2

UC 22921
Opaque turquoise cane fragment with a rounded end.
l=23 w=9 t=6

UC 22924
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=15 w=19 t=4
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with a vertical groove. l=18 w=11 t=4
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=13 w=6 t=2
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=17 w=21 t=2
Translucent turquoise cane fragment. $l=15$ $w=12$ $t=2$
Translucent turquoise cane fragment. $l=9$ $w=9$ $t=5$
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=21$ $w=16$ $t=3$
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=17$ $w=6$ $t=3$
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise.
$l=7$ $w=13$ $t=5$
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=28$ $w=16$ $t=5$
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=10$ $w=11$ $t=3$
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=31$ $w=14$ $t=2$
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=18$ $w=7$ $t=5$
Translucent turquoise cane fragment, perforated lengthwise. $l=21$ $w=11$ $t=4$
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=18$ $w=15$ $t=9$
Translucent turquoise cane fragment. $l=9$ $w=8$ $t=3$
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=12$ $w=12$ $t=2$
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=13$ $w=14$ $t=6$
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise.
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 

Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

Translucent turquoise cane fragment. 

Translucent turquoise cane fragment.

Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.

Translucent turquoise cane fragment. 

Translucent turquoise cane fragment.

Translucent turquoise cane fragment. 

Translucent turquoise cane fragment. 

Translucent turquoise cane fragment with a rounded end, folded.

Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, slightly curved.

Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, folded.

Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, folded.

Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a rounded end.

Translucent turquoise cane fragment.

Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves.

Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel
lengthwise grooves. l=11 w=10 t=2
Translucent turquoise cane fragment. l=16 w=22 t=2
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with a rounded end. l=24 w=9 t=3
Translucent turquoise cane fragment. l=38 w=19 t=4
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=14 w=17 t=3
Translucent turquoise cane fragment. l=19 w=13 t=2
Translucent turquoise cane fragment. l=19 w=4 t=1
Translucent turquoise cane fragment. l=13 w=15 t=1
Translucent turquoise cane fragment. l=12 w=10 t=4
Translucent turquoise cane fragment. l=15 w=5 t=1
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=17 w=15 t=2
Translucent turquoise cane fragment. l=22 w=20 t=3
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves in each surface. l=17 w=4 t=1
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a rounded end. l=27 w=5 t=2
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=22 w=16 t=2
Translucent turquoise cane fragment, folded. l=7 w=8 t=5
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with a rounded end. l=17 w=16 t=2
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=11 w=16 t=4
Translucent turquoise cane fragment. l=25 w=4 t=2
Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations and a lengthwise depression in the centre of the surface. l=13 w=12 t=5

Translucent turquoise cane fragment, folded. l=19 w=16 t=3

Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=25 w=16 t=3

Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=12 w=16 t=2

Opaque turquoise cane fragment. l=33 w=6 t=3

Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. l=20 w=6 t=3

Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=22 w=14 t=7

Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. l=10 w=18 t=6

Opaque turquoise cane fragment. l=13 w=6 t=2

Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=18 w=10 t=3

Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=17 w=5 t=2

Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=17 w=19 t=2

Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. l=20 w=7 t=3

Opaque turquoise cane fragment, perforated lengthwise. l=23 w=16 t=5

Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=15 w=13 t=2
Opaque turquoise cane fragment. \( l=10 \ w=6 \ t=2 \)

Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations on one surface. \( l=17 \ w=17 \ t=3 \)

Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations on one surface. \( l=23 \ w=10 \ t=2 \)

Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations on one surface. \( l=22 \ w=16 \ t=3 \)

Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=17 \ w=16 \ t=3 \)

Opaque turquoise cane fragment. \( l=31 \ w=7 \ t=4 \)

Opaque turquoise cane fragment. \( l=8 \ w=5 \ t=2 \)

Opaque turquoise cane fragment with a rounded end. \( l=13 \ w=22 \ t=1 \)

Opaque turquoise cane fragment with a rounded end, folded. \( l=17 \ w=6 \ t=3 \)

Opaque turquoise cane fragment. \( l=18 \ w=8 \ t=4 \)

Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a rounded end. \( l=27 \ w=16 \ t=3 \)

Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=24 \ w=15 \ t=3 \)

UC 22930

Opaque turquoise cane fragment, folded. \( l=18 \ w=10 \ t=6 \)

Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=18 \ w=18 \ t=3 \)

Opaque turquoise cane fragment. \( l=23 \ w=13 \ t=2 \)

Opaque turquoise cane fragment. \( l=20 \ w=4 \ t=2 \)

Opaque turquoise cane fragment. \( l=30 \ w=6 \ t=4 \)
Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=11$ $w=12$ $t=6$

Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. $l=13$ $w=12$ $t=5$

Opaque turquoise cane fragment. $l=11$ $w=6$ $t=2$

Opaque turquoise cane fragment. $l=10$ $w=5$ $t=1$

Opaque turquoise cane fragment. $l=7$ $w=8$ $t=2$

Opaque turquoise cane fragment. $l=11$ $w=12$ $t=3$

Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=14$ $w=5$ $t=1$

Opaque turquoise cane fragment. $l=11$ $w=6$ $t=1$

Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=12$ $w=5$ $t=1$

Opaque turquoise cane fragment. $l=9$ $w=6$ $t=1$

Opaque turquoise cane fragment. $l=10$ $w=7$ $t=3$

Opaque turquoise cane fragment. $l=10$ $w=11$ $t=1$

Opaque turquoise cane fragment. $l=12$ $w=3$ $t=1$

Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=10$ $w=8$ $t=2$

Opaque turquoise cane fragment. $l=15$ $w=5$ $t=1$

UC 22939ii Attributed

Translucent turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=8$ $w=15$ $t=4$

Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a vertical groove. $l=14$ $w=11$ $t=5$

Opaque turquoise cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a vertical groove. $l=15$ $w=6$ $t=5$
UC 22919b
Translucent white cane fragment. 1=46 w=5 t=3

UC 22924
Opaque white cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. 1=9 w=19 t=3

UC 22925
Opaque white cane fragment, perforated lengthwise. 1=13 w=18 t=12

UC 22930
Translucent white cane fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=22 w=12 t=4
(*128) Opaque white cane fragment composed of 2 fragments fused end to end. 1=14 w=10 t=6

UC 22889A
Opaque yellow cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. 1=37 w=10 t=4

UC 22915b
Translucent yellow (amber) cane fragment. 1=35 w=3 t=3

UC 22916b
Translucent yellow cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=36 w=4 t=3
Translucent yellow cane fragment with parallel
lengthwise striations. \( l=22 \) \( w=6 \) \( t=3 \)
Translucent yellow cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=41 \) \( w=4 \) \( t=3 \)
Translucent yellow (amber) cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=22 \) \( w=3 \) \( t=2 \)

Ash. 1893 1-41 (407)
Opaque black cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=25 \) \( w=10 \) \( t=2 \)

UC 22914
Opaque black cane fragment. \( l=14 \) \( w=7 \) \( t=5 \)

UC 22920
Opaque black cane fragment. \( l=21 \) \( w=3 \) \( t=2 \)

UC 22924
Opaque black cane square section fragment. \( l=11 \) \( w=17 \) \( t=17 \)
Opaque black cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=31 \) \( w=21 \) \( t=3 \)
Opaque black cane fragment. \( l=21 \) \( w=14 \) \( t=2 \)
Opaque black cane fragment. \( l=21 \) \( w=13 \) \( t=4 \)
Opaque black cane fragment. \( l=15 \) \( w=7 \) \( t=2 \)
Opaque black cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. \( l=17 \) \( w=16 \) \( t=5 \)
Opaque black cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. \( l=20 \) \( w=13 \) \( t=4 \)

945
Opaque black cane fragment. l=20 w=18 t=6
Opaque black cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=19 w=7 t=2

UC 22937
Opaque black cane fragment. l=23 w=17 t=4

FW E 19.1944
Opaque red cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=25 w=6 t=2

UC 22889A Attributed
Opaque red cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=38 w=7 t=2

UC 22917a
(*129) Opaque red very thick cane fragment. l=19 w=21 t=10

UC 22917b
Opaque red cane fragment. l=15 w=5 t=2
Opaque red cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=14 w=4 t=1

UC 22924 (Fig. A12)
(*130) Opaque red cane fragment with a lengthwise depression in the centre of the surface. l=29 w=10 t=2
Opaque red cane fragment with a rounded end.  
$l=14$ $w=20$ $t=2$

Opaque red cane fragment with a rounded end.  
$l=16$ $w=27$ $t=2$

Opaque red cane fragment.  
$l=51$ $w=11$ $t=4$

Opaque red cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
$l=18$ $w=17$ $t=2$

Opaque red cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
$l=13$ $w=16$ $t=2$

Opaque red cane fragment.  
$l=10$ $w=20$ $t=3$

Opaque red cane fragment.  
$l=10$ $w=5$ $t=2$

Opaque red cane fragment with a rounded end.  
$l=22$ $w=14$ $t=3$

Opaque red cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
$l=14$ $w=11$ $t=2$

Opaque red cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
$l=14$ $w=21$ $t=2$

Opaque red cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
$l=13$ $w=16$ $t=2$

Opaque red cane fragment, slightly curved.  
$l=25$ $w=7$ $t=3$

Opaque red cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
$l=14$ $w=19$ $t=3$

Opaque red cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
$l=10$ $w=12$ $t=2$

Opaque red cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.  
$l=10$ $w=8$ $t=1$

Opaque red cane fragment with parallel lengthwise
striations. 1=10 w=5 t=1
Opaque red cane fragment. 1=12 w=3 t=1
Opaque red cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=9 w=14 t=3
Opaque red cane fragment. 1=30 w=9 t=2
Opaque red cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=17 w=5 t=1
Opaque red cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=12 w=9 t=4
Opaque red cane fragment. 1=6 w=8 t=1
Opaque red cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=13 w=21 t=3
(*131) Opaque red cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise ridge. 1=16 w=12 t=2
Opaque red cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=12 w=9 t=2
Opaque red cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=18 w=4 t=1
Opaque red cane fragment. 1=16 w=8 t=4
Opaque red cane fragment. 1=17 w=11 t=2
Opaque red cane fragment. 1=17 w=11 t=1
Opaque red cane fragment. 1=15 w=10 t=2
Opaque red cane fragment. 1=10 w=5 t=1
Opaque red cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=14 w=7 t=2
Opaque red cane fragment. 1=18 w=17 t=2
UC 22930
Opaque red cane fragment.  $l=17 \; w=15 \; t=2$
Opaque red cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=23 \; w=8 \; t=2$
Opaque red cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=17 \; w=5 \; t=1$
Opaque red cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=15 \; w=5 \; t=1$
Opaque red cane fragment composed of 2 canes fused together. $l=18 \; w=19 \; t=4$

UC 22889A
Clear cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. $l=21 \; w=10 \; t=3$

UC 22916b
Clear cane fragment. $l=32 \; w=5 \; t=4$

UC 22919b
Clear cane fragment with a lengthwise depression in the centre of the surface. $l=16 \; w=7 \; t=3$
Clear cane fragment. $l=13 \; w=3 \; t=1$
Clear cane fragment. $l=16 \; w=4 \; t=4$

UC 22924
Clear cane fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. $l=25 \; w=7 \; t=4$
Clear cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations.
Clear cane fragment. 1=21 w=12 t=2
Clear cane fragment (slight yellowish tint) with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=13 w=10 t=2
Clear cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=13 w=4 t=1
Clear cane fragment. 1=16 w=10 t=3

UC 22930
Clear cane fragment. 1=12 w=8 t=2
Clear cane fragment. 1=18 w=8 t=1
Clear cane fragment. 1=47 w=6 t=2

UC 22915b
Translucent brown cane fragment. 1=36 w=4 t=2
Translucent brown cane fragment, perforated lengthwise. 1=19 w=8 t=6
Translucent brown cane fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=27 w=6 t=4
Translucent brown cane fragment, perforated lengthwise. 1=18 w=8 t=6
Translucent brown cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=29 w=4 t=3

UC 22916b
Translucent brown cane fragment. 1=22 w=4 t=2
(*132) Translucent brown trapezoid section cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated
lengthwise. l=55 w=8 t=5

UC 22924
Translucent brown cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=23 w=6 t=2

UC 22927
(*133) Translucent brown cane fragment which has been bent to form an unfinished handle. l=21 w=14 t=4

UC 22930
Translucent brown cane fragment. l=11 w=6 t=3
Translucent brown cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise. l=22 w=8 t=3
Translucent brown cane fragment. l=30 w=8 t=1
Translucent brown cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=29 w=11 t=4

UC 22910b
Translucent purple cane fragment. l=26 w=3 t=1
Translucent purple cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=17 w=5 t=3

UC 22914
Translucent purple cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=21 w=3 t=2
Translucent purple cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise depression in the
centre of 1 surface and a ridge on the other.
1=25 w=4 t=3

UC 22915b
Translucent purple cane fragment. l=7 w=2 t=1
Translucent purple cane fragment. l=12 w=2 t=1
Translucent purple cane fragment. l=30 w=5 t=4

UC 22924
Thick translucent purple cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=16 w=14 t=7
Translucent purple cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=22 w=13 t=4
Translucent purple cane fragment. l=17 w=11 t=4
Translucent purple cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=11 w=17 t=6

UC 22925
Translucent purple square section cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, perforated lengthwise.
1=37 w=5 t=4

UC 22930
Translucent purple cane fragment. l=17 w=11 t=4

UC 22912b
Opaque green cane fragment. l=24 w=4 t=3
UC 22918a
Opaque green cane fragment. 1=13 w=14 t=2

UC 22918b
Opaque green cane fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves. 1=36 w=5 t=3
Opaque green square section cane fragment. 1=20 w=4 t=3
Translucent green cane fragment with a lengthwise depression in the centre of the surface. 1=22 w=5 t=3

UC 22924
Translucent green cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a rounded end. 1=44 w=12 t=2
Translucent green cane fragment with a rounded end. 1=19 w=12 t=2
Translucent green cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, bent round at one end and with a rounded end. 1=38 w=6 t=3
Translucent green cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations and a lengthwise depression in the centre of the surface. 1=19 w=4 t=1
Translucent green cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=15 w=13 t=3
Translucent green cane fragment. 1=16 w=19 t=2
Translucent green cane fragment. 1=11 w=7 t=1
Opaque green cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. 1=10 w=20 t=5
Opaque green cane fragment. l=10 w=18 t=3
Opaque green cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=8 w=13 t=5
Opaque green cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=19 w=12 t=2
Opaque green cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved. l=18 w=25 t=3
Opaque green cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations. l=14 w=10 t=3
Opaque green cane fragment with a rounded end. l=12 w=14 t=3
Opaque green cane fragment. l=11 w=10 t=2

UC 22930
Opaque green cane fragment. l=18 w=17 t=3
Translucent green cane fragment. l=10 w=13 t=3
Translucent green cane fragment. l=20 w=13 t=8
Translucent green cane fragment. l=10 w=5 t=5

UC 22889A Attributed
Opaque dark blue cane fragment with opaque yellow, white and turquoise stripes. l=20 w=11 t=3

UC 22924
Clear cane fragment with a translucent blue layer in the middle and with parallel lengthwise striations. l=20 w=8 t=5
Clear cane fragment with a translucent dark blue layer
in the middle and with parallel lengthwise striations.  
1=21 w=8 t=7

UC 22927  
(*134) Cane fragment composed of opaque yellow and translucent brown twisted together. l=25 w=9 t=6

UC 22928  
Cane fragment composed of an opaque black and an opaque white rod. l=15 w=6 t=2  
(*135) Cane fragment composed of an opaque dark blue and a translucent turquoise rounded rod. l=17 w=8 t=4  
(*136) Cane fragment with a groove separating an opaque dark blue and a translucent turquoise flattened cane.  
1=17 w=7 t=2  
(*137) Cane fragment composed of an opaque dark blue and a translucent turquoise stripe. l=10 w=9 t=4  
Cane fragment composed of an opaque dark blue and a translucent turquoise stripe. l=6 w=6 t=2  
Cane fragment composed of an opaque dark blue and a translucent turquoise stripe. l=6 w=5 t=2

UC 22934  
Attributed  
Cane fragment composed of translucent turquoise and opaque dark blue lengthwise stripes. l=5 w=9 t=2  
(*138) Mosaic glass cane fragment incorporating, opaque yellow, red, dark blue and translucent turquoise.  
1=10 w=10
Amarna Miscellaneous Glass

Ash. 1925.417
(*139) Disc inlay composed of an opaque black disc inlaid with an opaque white smaller disc and then an opaque brown disc to give a series of concentric circles. d=24 t=6

UC 22889A Attributed
Opaque turquoise circular section bead. l=5 d=12

UC 22909a
(*140) Opaque dark blue flat flake, no signs of fracture. Possibly an attempt to manufacture a disc base, as there are traces of a white 'core' on one surface and the edge is broken off what would otherwise be a circular piece. l=23 w=22 t=6

UC 22915a
(*141) Translucent brown flat circular disc, probably the preliminary stage of preparation of an eye inlay. d=16 t=3

UC 22922 Attributed
(*142) Opaque dark blue thick angular flake which may be the broken waster from the formation of a pedestal base. l=21 w=18 t=7
UC 22924
Opaque white trapezoid plan inlay.  l=42 w=19 t=4
Translucent light blue semi-circular inlay.  l=8 w=15 t=2
(*143) Translucent dark blue disc fragment with the edge chipped to form it.  l=35 w=13 t=2
Opaque dark blue flat fragment chipped to form a disc.  d=20 t=2

UC 22925
Translucent dark blue unfinished circular section bead with bevelled ends, perforated lengthwise.  l=13 d=7
Translucent dark blue unfinished circular section bead with bevelled ends, perforated lengthwise.  l=15 d=8
(*144) Translucent dark blue unfinished circular section bead a deep groove runs round the piece, perforated lengthwise.  l=17 d=7
Translucent dark blue unfinished elliptical section bead with a deep groove running round the piece.  l=18 w=7 t=4
(*145) Opaque dark blue rod fragment with grooves dividing it into segments, perforated lengthwise.  l=35 w=11 t=7
Opaque dark blue circular section rod fragment with a deep groove round it.  l=15 d=5

UC 22931
Translucent dark blue cane fragment, curved.  l=52 w=9 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment, curved.
Translucent dark blue cane fragment, curved.
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing.
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing.
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing.
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing.
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing.
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing.
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing.
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing.
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing.
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing.
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing.
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing.
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing.
backing. 1=20 w=8 t=5
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=19 w=6 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=18 w=6 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=7 w=8 t=5
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. 1=25 w=7 t=5
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=17 w=8 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=25 w=6 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=15 w=8 t=5
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=26 w=8 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. 1=25 w=8 t=5
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. 1=27 w=8 t=5
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=24 w=6 t=5
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. 1=23 w=10 t=6
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=24 w=7 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=26 w=6 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=27 w=7 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. 1=18 w=8 t=5
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. 1=23 w=8 t=5
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. 1=25 w=8 t=5
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=14 w=8 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. 1=24 w=6 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=17 w=5 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=8 w=7 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=21 w=7 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=25 w=8 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=14 w=5 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=13 w=6 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=6 w=7 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=14 w=6 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=27 w=6 t=5
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=26 w=6 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=25 w=6 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white
backing. l=14 w=6 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. l=25 w=7 t=5
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. l=26 w=8 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. l=13 w=8 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. l=25 w=8 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. l=21 w=4 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. l=18 w=5 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. l=15 w=7 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. l=27 w=7 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. l=25 w=7 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. l=25 w=7 t=5
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. l=21 w=8 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. l=23 w=7 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. l=6 w=7 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white
backing. 1=26 w=7 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=13 w=9 t=5
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=25 w=8 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=15 w=6 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=18 w=5 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=24 w=6 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=16 w=5 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=24 w=9 t=5
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=28 w=7 t=5
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=26 w=8 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=17 w=7 t=3
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=25 w=5 t=5
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=27 w=7 t=5
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. 1=25 w=5 t=4
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white
backing. $l=18$ $w=3$ $t=3$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. $l=7$ $w=7$ $t=4$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. $l=18$ $w=9$ $t=2$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. $l=23$ $w=6$ $t=4$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. $l=15$ $w=6$ $t=3$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment with opaque white backing. $l=18$ $w=5$ $t=1$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=21$ $w=8$ $t=5$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=25$ $w=7$ $t=4$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=24$ $w=8$ $t=4$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=25$ $w=5$ $t=3$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=26$ $w=8$ $t=5$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=25$ $w=7$ $t=5$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=25$ $w=7$ $t=5$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=14$ $w=5$ $t=3$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=17$ $w=8$ $t=3$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=11$ $w=4$ $t=2$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=6$ $w=8$ $t=4$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=25$ $w=8$ $t=4$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=10$ $w=7$ $t=4$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=25$ $w=8$ $t=8$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=23$ $w=8$ $t=4$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=11$ $w=6$ $t=4$
Translucent dark blue cane fragment. $l=12$ $w=4$ $t=2$
UC 22922
Ceramic fragment with opaque dark blue glaze adhering.  
1=32 w=30 t=14
Ceramic fragment with a translucent dark blue glaze on one surface, and a translucent dark blue and opaque red glaze on the other. 1=40 w=16 t=8
Ceramic fragment with translucent turquoise glass adhering. 1=24 w=15 t=12
Thin opaque dark blue glaze on thick grey material.  
1=31 w=23 t=20
Small area of translucent dark blue glaze on a thick white layer. 1=33 w=19 t=6
Very thin opaque white glaze on a thick red material.  
1=20 w=17 t=11
Very thin black glaze on a thick reddish white material.  
1=23 w=17 t=13

UC 22924
Thin translucent yellow glaze on white material.  
1=20 w=17 t=1
Thin translucent yellow glaze on white material.  
1=15 w=10 t=1

UC 24690
(*146) Ceramic fragment of a fritting pan containing turquoise frit. 1=43 w=83 t=12
UC 25211B
(*147) Thick pot sherd with bubbly blue glass adhering.
l=56 w=96 t=24

UC 36457
(*148) Fritting pan fragment with dark blue frit, there is a thin white layer between the partially fused frit and the pottery. l=142 w=82 t=47

UC 36458
Thick pot 'saggar' fragment with a thin layer of turquoise frit and an opaque black 'glaze' on the outer surface. l=51 w=81 t=19

UC 36463
Pot fragment with translucent turquoise glass on the interior, separated from the pot by a thin white layer. l=52 w=31 t=20

UC 36470A
(*149) Granite block with dark blue glass adhering.
l=43 w=43 t=8

UC 36470B
Granite block with dark blue glass adhering.
l=45 w=36 t=41
UC 36471

(*150) Quartz pebble with blue frit adhering. 
1=33 w=17 t=17

(*151) Fritting pan fragment with translucent dark blue glass adhering, separated from the pot by two layers, the first white, the second black. 1=68 w=48 t=18
Amarna Debris Of Indeterminate Colour

Ash. 1893 1-41 (407)
Cane fragment colour not visible. l=11 w=16 t=3

UC 6524
Circular section rod fragment, perforated lengthwise, colour not visible. l=36 d=3

UC 22909a
Circular section rod fragment, perforated lengthwise, colour not visible. l=51 d=2
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, colour not visible. l=25 d=5

UC 22910b
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=25 d=4
Circular section rod fragment with a curved tapering tail, colour not visible. l=21 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=34 d=5
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, colour not visible. l=36 d=5
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=33 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=20 d=3
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, colour not visible. l=23 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=19 d=4
Circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves, colour not visible, curved. l=26 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=19 d=5
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=21 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=10 d=3
Circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering, colour not visible. l=28 d=3

UC 22911b
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=10 d=5
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=20 d=2
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=52 d=4
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, colour not visible. l=22 d=5
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=25 d=3
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, colour not visible. l=20 d=4
Circular section rod fragment, hollow, colour not visible. l=29 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=24 d=2
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=8 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=20 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=25 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=17 d=3
Circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering, colour not visible. l=8 d=2
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=22 d=2
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=12 d=2
Pincer fragment colour not visible. l=19 w=6 t=2
Flat flake colour not visible. l=15 w=7 t=3

UC 22912b
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=27 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=18 d=2
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=14 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=9 d=6

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=18 d=5

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=28 d=3

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=34 d=5

Circular section rod fragment with a trailed tail, colour not visible. 1=21 d=6

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=13 d=2

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=44 d=3

UC 22914

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=51 d=4

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=34 d=4

Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, colour not visible. 1=32 d=3

Circular section rod fragment bent round at one end and with a trailed tail colour not visible. 1=34 d=4

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=24 d=3

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=31 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
\( l=10 \) \( d=5 \)

Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, colour not visible. \( l=18 \) \( d=3 \)

Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, colour not visible. \( l=27 \) \( d=5 \)

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
\( l=23 \) \( d=5 \)

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
\( l=18 \) \( d=3 \)

Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, colour not visible. \( l=23 \) \( d=3 \)

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
\( l=24 \) \( d=3 \)

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
\( l=28 \) \( d=4 \)

Circular section trailed rod fragment with a rounded end, colour not visible. \( l=18 \) \( d=3 \)

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
\( l=33 \) \( d=4 \)

Semi-circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
\( l=25 \) \( d=4 \)

Circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering, colour not visible. \( l=28 \) \( d=3 \)

Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, colour not visible. \( l=42 \) \( d=3 \)

Circular section rod fragment with a rounded end, colour not visible. \( l=36 \) \( d=4 \)
Circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves, colour not visible. l=19 d=5

UC 22915b
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=43 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=10 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=23 d=3
Circular section trailed rod fragment, curved, colour not visible. l=36 d=5
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=29 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=23 d=3
Circular section rod fragment, curved, colour not visible. l=17 d=5
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, colour not visible. l=18 d=5
Circular section rod fragment, perforated lengthwise, colour not visible. l=20 d=6
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=32 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=19 d=2
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=18 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=30 d=5

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=31 d=3

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=12 d=4

Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, colour not visible. 1=14 d=3

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=23 d=4

Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, colour not visible. 1=20 d=3

Circular section rod fragment with a trailed tail, colour not visible. 1=27 d=4

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=16 d=3

Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved, colour not visible. 1=26 d=3

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=15 d=5

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=13 d=3

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=24 d=2

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=12 d=3

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=14 d=2
UC 22916b
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=33 d=2
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=48 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=29 d=2
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=17 d=3
Circular section rod fragment, perforated lengthwise, colour not visible. 1=15 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=31 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=58 d=4
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves colour not visible. 1=24 d=6
Circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering, colour not visible. 1=29 d=6
Circular section Trailed rod fragment with a blob end, colour not visible. 1=18 d=7
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=22 d=3
Circular section rod fragment, perforated lengthwise, colour not visible. 1=24 d=5
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=14 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=26 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=33 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=25 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=26 d=5
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=23 d=2
Cane fragment colour not visible. 1=13 w=3 t=2
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=27 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=22 d=3

UC 22919b
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=38 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=13 d=4
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, colour not visible. 1=27 d=3
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, colour not visible. 1=23 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=62 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=22 d=4

975
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=44  d=3

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=27  d=3

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=23  d=4

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=32  d=4

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=20  d=4

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=33  d=3

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=23  d=3

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=16  d=3

Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, colour not visible. 1=23  d=4

Circular section rod fragment, curved, colour not visible. 1=30  d=2

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=19  d=3

Circular section rod fragment, curved, colour not visible. 1=13  d=2

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=25  d=4

Circular section rod fragment with one end wound spirally round the rod, colour not visible. 1=18  d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=27 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=27 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=30 d=3
Circular section rod fragment, bent round at one end, colour not visible. 1=19 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=44 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=25 d=2
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=17 d=3
Circular section rod fragment, perforated lengthwise, colour not visible. 1=22 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=33 d=2
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, colour not visible. 1=19 d=4
Circular section rod fragment, perforated lengthwise, colour not visible. 1=19 d=5
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=16 d=2
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, colour not visible. 1=20 d=2
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=18 d=2
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.  
1=31 d=3
Circular section rod fragment, curved, colour not visible. 1=35 d=4
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, colour not visible. 1=21 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 1=21 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 1=28 d=3
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, tapering, colour not visible. 1=40 d=4
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, colour not visible. 1=39 d=5
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, colour not visible. 1=31 d=3
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, colour not visible. 1=39 d=3
Circular section trailed rod fragment with a flattened end, colour not visible. 1=46 d=5
Circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove, colour not visible. 1=49 d=3
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, colour not visible. 1=36 d=5
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, colour not visible. 1=26 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=29 d=3

UC 22919b
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=51 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=25 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=12 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=15 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=10 d=4
Circular section rod fragment with a rounded end, colour not visible. 1=31 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=20 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=13 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=50 d=5
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=17 d=2
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, spirally twisted, colour not visible. 1=35 d=5
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=14 d=4

979
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=14 d=3

UC 22920b
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=26 d=2
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=32 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=28 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=21 d=3
Cane fragment colour not visible. 1=18 w=5 t=2
Circular section rod fragment, tapering, colour not visible. 1=36 d=4
Circular section rod fragment, curved, colour not visible. 1=28 d=4
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, colour not visible. 1=20 d=2
Circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves, colour not visible. 1=30 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=34 d=4
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, colour not visible. 1=35 d=5
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=18 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=29 d=3
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved, colour not visible. 1=25 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=35 d=4
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, curved and spirally twisted, colour not visible. 1=24 d=3
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, colour not visible. 1=18 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=20 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=18 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=26 d=2
Circular section rod fragment, curved, colour not visible. 1=41 d=4
Cane fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, colour not visible. 1=27 d=2
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=34 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=21 d=3
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, colour not visible. 1=23 d=3
Cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, colour not visible. 1=30 w=4 t=3
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, colour not visible. l=23 d=3
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, colour not visible. l=39 d=5
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=29 d=5
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=32 d=4
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, colour not visible. l=38 d=3
Circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove, colour not visible. l=19 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=34 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=27 d=2
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=29 d=2
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=39 d=4
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, tapering, colour not visible. l=49 d=5
Circular section rod fragment, bent round at one end, colour not visible. l=25 d=5
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. l=24 d=5
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved, colour not visible. l=23 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=22 d=4
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, bent in to an 'S' curve, colour not visible. 
1=33 d=4
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, colour not visible. 1=18 d=3
Circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering, colour not visible. 1=36 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=31 d=2
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved, colour not visible. 1=36 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=32 d=2
Circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering, colour not visible. 1=23 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=37 d=3
Circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering, colour not visible. 1=30 d=4
Circular section rod fragment, perforated lengthwise, colour not visible. 1=18 d=5
Circular section rod fragment, spirally twisted, colour not visible. 1=58 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible. 
1=34 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=23 d=2
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved, colour not visible. 1=29 d=3
Circular section rod fragment, curved, colour not visible. 1=32 d=2
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, curved and tapering, colour not visible.
1=37 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=12 d=4
Circular section rod fragment bent round at one end, colour not visible. 1=35 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=32 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=21 d=3
Circular section rod fragment, curved, colour not visible. 1=26 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=46 d=4
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=33 d=3
Circular section rod fragment, curved and tapering, colour not visible. 1=34 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=26 d=5
Circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves, colour not visible. 1=26 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=16 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=40 d=3
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, colour not visible. 1=20 d=3
Circular section rod fragment with a lengthwise groove, colour not visible. 1=28 d=5
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=19 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=23 d=4
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, colour not visible. 1=30 d=4
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, colour not visible. 1=19 d=6
Circular section rod fragment with a bulge near the centre, colour not visible. 1=20 d=3
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, colour not visible. 1=22 d=2
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, colour not visible. 1=22 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=27 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=24 d=3
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
1=17 d=2
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.  
1=26  d=4

Cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations,  
colour not visible.  l=24  w=2  t=1

Circular section rod fragment, curved, colour not  
visible.  l=15  d=2

Circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise  
grooves, colour not visible.  l=18  d=3

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.  
1=15  d=4

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.  
1=17  d=5

Cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations,  
colour not visible.  l=30  w=4  t=3

Circular section rod fragment, spirally twisted, with  
parallel lengthwise striations, colour not visible.  
1=17  d=3

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.  
1=16  d=2

Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise  
striations, curved and spirally twisted, colour not  
visible.  l=30  d=3

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.  
1=23  d=5

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.  
1=18  d=3

Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.  
1=27  d=4
Circular section rod fragment with parallel lengthwise grooves, colour not visible. \( l=36 \) \( d=5 \)
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
\( l=17 \) \( d=3 \)
Circular section rod fragment with 2 parallel lengthwise grooves, curved, colour not visible. \( l=27 \) \( d=4 \)
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
\( l=23 \) \( d=4 \)

UC 22921
Flat flake colour not visible. \( l=35 \) \( w=13 \) \( t=11 \)
Flat flake colour not visible. \( l=30 \) \( w=28 \) \( t=8 \)
Flat flake colour not visible. \( l=13 \) \( w=13 \) \( t=10 \)
Flat flake colour not visible. \( l=13 \) \( w=13 \) \( t=11 \)

UC 22927
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
\( l=11 \) \( d=5 \)
Circular section rod fragment colour not visible.
\( l=13 \) \( d=4 \)
Circular section rod fragment bent in to an 'S' curve, colour not visible. \( l=36 \) \( d=3 \)

UC 22930
Cane fragment colour not visible. \( l=16 \) \( w=16 \) \( t=3 \)
Cane fragment with parallel lengthwise striations, colour not visible. \( l=16 \) \( w=10 \) \( t=3 \)
Circular section rod fragment with a trailed tail,
colour not visible. 1=16 d=9
Circular section rod fragment with a trailed tail, colour not visible. 1=12 d=6
Circular section rod fragment with a trailed tail, colour not visible. 1=23 d=6
Circular section rod fragment with a trailed tail, spirally twisted, colour not visible. 1=32 d=8
Circular section rod fragment with a trailed tail, colour not visible. 1=23 d=6
Circular section rod fragment with a trailed tail, colour not visible. 1=22 d=3
Appendix B: Description of the X-Ray Plates

X Ray 1
No information on exposure.

Serabit el-Khadem Fragments

SKR12 Fig. A13
One bubble (diameter c.2mm) is visible near the centre of this fragment.

SKR16 Fig. A13
There are two distinct large bubbles (maximum diameter c.3mm) in this fragment.

SKF276 Fig. A13
This fragment is riddled with tiny bubbles and with several larger bubbles (maximum diameter c.2mm) with no distinct alignment.

SKR1 Fig. A13
There are no bubbles visible in this fragment.

SKR59 Fig. A13
There are six relatively small bubbles (maximum diameter c.1mm) which seem to be grouped above the upper trail but show no distinct alignment.
X-Ray 2
Exposure
Current = 1.5 Ma
Voltage = 75 V
Time = 60 s

Serabit el-Khadem Fragments

SKR59                Fig. A13
There are many tiny "pin hole" bubbles visible in the band on the rim edge.

SKR1                 Fig. A13
There are no bubbles visible in this piece.

SKR7                 Fig. A13
There are several large bubbles (maximum diameter c.2mm) visible. It is possible to detect two lines of bubbles, but as the lines intersect this is not necessarily indicative of anything. The upper line of bubbles seems to be coincident with one of the decorative trails, but the lower line is unrelated to the decorative trails.

SKR11                Fig. A13
There are many small bubbles in this fragment, and there appears to be a coherent line following the edge of the rim.
SKB2

Three relatively large bubbles are visible in this fragment one near the centre with the other two near the foot edge.

SKF276 Fig. A13

There are several large circular bubbles with no apparent alignment visible in this fragment.

SKR12 Fig. A13

There is one bubble (diameter c.2mm) visible near the centre of this fragment.

SKR16 Fig. A13

There are two large bubbles visible in this fragment.

Amarna Fragments

AR10 Fig. A1

The X-ray provides a very poor image of this fragment.

AF3 Fig. A9

This fragment has three very small bubbles in a vertical line.

AR8 Fig. A1

There is one large bubble on the rim edge and a series of small bubbles following the edge of the striped rim
band.

AB5 Fig. A7
There are several large bubbles (maximum diameter c.2mm) and a distinct layer appears as a lighter band within the piece. The larger bubbles seem to be distributed on either side of this layer, and also to follow its curve.

AR15 Fig. A2
There are many small bubbles clustered at the rim edge.

AF64 Fig. A9
There are several small bubbles forming a distinct line which seems to follow the trailed decoration.

AR5 Fig. A1
There are many small bubbles which follow the line of the trailed decoration on this fragment. In addition there is a large rectangular patch visible on the rim edge, but what this may represent is unclear.

AF57 Fig. A9
The X-ray provides a very poor image of this fragment.
X-Ray 3
Exposure
Current = 2 Ma
Voltage = 32 V
Time = 105 s

Serabit el-Khadem Fragments

SKR59 Fig. A13
There are several small bubbles in a sloping line, possibly following the line of the trailed decoration.

SKR1 Fig. A13
There are no bubbles visible in this fragment.

SKR7 Fig. A13
There is one large bubble (c 2mm in diameter) and a few smaller bubbles, all (with one exception) seem to follow the line of the trailed decoration.

SKR11 Fig. A13
There is one large bubble and a cluster of smaller bubbles on the rim edge of this fragment.

SKB2 Fig. A13
There is one indistinct bubble near the edge of the foot on this fragment.
SKF276  
Fig. A13  
There are several (c8) large bubbles and many smaller "pin hole" bubbles distributed randomly through this fragment.

SKR16  
Fig. A13  
There are two large circular bubbles visible in this fragment.

SKR12  
Fig. A13  
There is one large bubble near the centre of this fragment.

Amarna Fragments

AR10  
Fig. A1  
There are many small "pin hole" bubbles with one string of four bubbles following the line of the decorative trails.

AF3  
Fig. A9  
There are a few small bubbles randomly distributed in this fragment.

AR8  
Fig. A1  
There are many small (c 1mm in diameter) bubbles incorporated in the vessel body. On the rim band are two bubbles one quite large (c 3mm in diameter) and
elongated as if following the curve of the rim band.

AB5  Fig. A7
The X-ray provides a very poor image of this fragment.

AR15  Fig. A2
There are several small (c 1mm in diameter) bubbles, and many "pin hole" bubbles randomly distributed through this fragment. In addition, there is one string of bubbles which follows the line of a decorative trail.

AF64  Fig. A9
There is a small bubble in the top trail and 2 strings of 3 bubbles aligned with a decorative trail. In addition, there are 4 bubbles at the edge of one of the trails.

AR5  Fig. A1
There are many small bubbles which seem to follow the line of the trailed decoration. In addition there is a large rectangular patch visible on the rim edge, but what this may represent is unclear.

AF57  Fig. A9
There is a random, widely spaced, scatter of tiny "pin hole" bubbles and a few small bubbles.
Catalogue of Serabit el-Khadem Fragments X-Rayed

SKR1 Ash. E .4486 (D) Fig. A13
Rim fragment from a very narrow diameter necked vessel probably a jug (II) with a handle attached directly below the rim. Opaque black background undecorated. Thin white deposit of salts on the outer surface and a thin red deposit of salts on the inner surface. 1=22 w=11 t=4

SKR7 Ash. E .4486 (R) Fig. A13
Rim fragment with a wide diameter (c.50mm) probably from a rounded cup shaped vessel (XI). Translucent dark blue background with opaque yellow and white festoon decoration on the body and a rope moulded band in opaque white and translucent dark blue. Very thin deposit of white salts on the outer surface and a thin red deposit of salts on the inner surface. 1=37 w=26 t=5

SKR11 Ash. E .4486 (DD) Fig. A13
Rim fragment from a translucent turquoise undecorated bowl (XI) (diameter 100mm). Very thin white deposit of salts on the outer surface. 1=17 w=27 t=5

SKR12 Ash. E .4486 (GG) Fig. A13
Rim fragment from a translucent dark blue undecorated bowl (XI) (diameter 90mm). Thin white deposit of salts on both surfaces. (From the same vessel as SKR16.) 1=23 w=30 t=3
SKR16  Ash. E .4486 (VV)  Fig. A13
Rim fragment from a translucent dark blue undecorated bowl (XI). There is an air bubble just below the rim edge. Thin white deposit of salts on the outer surface. (From the same vessel as SKR12.) l=11 w=24 t=3

SKR59  Ash. E .4486 (i)  Fig. A13
Rim fragment, opaque dark blue background with opaque yellow, white and turquoise festoon decoration on the neck and an opaque white band on the rim edge. There is a rectangular section handle attached just below the rim. Red deposit of salts on the inner surface. l=30 w=26 t=3

SKB2  Ash. E .4486 (y)  Fig. A13
Pedestal base fragment, opaque turquoise background with an opaque yellow band around the edge of the foot. Completely covered in a red deposit. (Fragment joins to SKB3) l=22 w=31 t=5

SKF276  Ash. E .4486  Fig. A13
Body fragment, translucent dark blue background with opaque white long thin festoon decoration bordered by two bands, one opaque yellow, one opaque white. Very thin white deposit of salts on all surfaces. l=22 w=25 t=3
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